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Missouri Miner
A publication of the students of the University of Missouri-Rolla
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The finnl examina tion period will begin Mo nday, May 11. 1992,
a t 7:)0 a.m. , and end 5:)0 p.III., Friday, May 15. 1992. Common
f in a l s a re scheduled for t hose courses listed 1n Section It
be l ow.
Room assignments for common finals will be announced by
the ins t ruc tors.
The courses not covered in Sections I , II, and III are to be
a rr a nged by the ins tr ucto r in cooperat i on wi th the students in
tha t course.
I.
Evenl'. i' Cou rse Finals are $ched ul ed for the evening
session during final week.

inices

S Eng SO , ISO
S Eng 110
C Sci 73 , 22 8
EE 61 , 63
EM 160
Hist 176
Ma th
':. S, 229
Math 6,
Math 21, 22
ME 208
ME 211
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sc i , 0
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Tu e sday
Thursday
Friday
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
Mo nd ay
Wednesday
Th ur sday
Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
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Sixteen pages

Strategic budget plan explained

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Winter 1992
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III.

7 , 30 - 9,30
7 : 30-9:30
7 , 30- 9,30
7 , 30- 9,30
1,00-3 , 00
7 , 30- 9 , 30
1: 00- 3 : 00
7 , 30- 9 , 30
7 : 30- 9 : 30
7 : 30- 9 : 30
1 :0 0- 3 : 00
7 , 30- 9,30
1 :00- 3 :00
7 , 30- 9 , 30

Regular Finals
Fi r s t We~kl:t Class
Mee t ing Time

Final Exam Time

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7 , 30
8 , 30
9,30
10 : )0
11 , 30
12: 30
1,)0
2 , 30

Monday
Monday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday
Thursday
Friday

3,30- 5 ,30
7 , 30- 9 ,30
10 : 00- 1:!:00
1,00-3,00
3 , 30-.\ , 30
10:00-12:00
10,00- 12, 00
1, 00- 3 , 00

Tuesday
Tue s day
Tue sd ay
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tue sd a y

8,05 or 8 , )0
9,30
10:30
11 : 05 or 11 : 30
12,30
1: 30 o r 2 , 05

Thursday
Monday
Friday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wedne s day

1, 00- 3,00
10,00-12,00
3,30-5,3 0
10,00- 12 ,00
3 , 30-5,30
3 , 30-5,30

According t o the Manual o f Information all reque sts : :) change
the final schedu l e b e caus e of conflicts or having three or mo r e
examinati on s sche du led on one day "are to be made in t he
Registrar ' s Office at least one week before the beginning of the
final examina ti on week" ( Friday, May 1).

Stephanie A. Stroker
Assistant News Editor
According to Chancellor John T.
Park, UMR's five year Strategic
Budget Plan "basically addresses four
key issues that are important to maintaining the university." These issues
are: first , the compensation of faculty;
second, working with the intellectual
resources in the library; third, the
equipment base; and fourth, seeing
that the buildings and facilities are
properly maintained. "This will require us to reallocate approximately
$4.8 million over the next five years
from things we're doing nOW ... ID those
four items." This $4.8 million reallocation will be included within the
$13.6 million more that UMR will be
spending on those items in five years
than it is now. "Part of those come
from new -resources, about $4.8 million ofthat comes from internal reallocations."
The following is taken from the
Strategic Budget Plan:
The primary responsibility for
identifying the resources to meet the
budgetary requirements was given to
the Budget Review Committee,
chaired by then Interim Chancellor
Park. The Budget Review Committee
established eight task forces to study
particular areas of concern. These task
forces wer~ Faculty Workloads, Intercollegiate Athletics, Interdepartmen-

tal Research Units, Academic Administrative Efficiency, KUMR, NonAcademic Administration, the Nuclear Reactor, and the Physical Plant.
The reports of the task forces, and the
reports of the unit administrators,
along with comments from individuals, were studied by the Budget Review Committee before making thier
recommendations.
The decisions made by the Budget
Review Committee were required to
be consistent with UMR' s mission and
its vision of unexcelled quality in the
educations of engineers and scientists
and of internationally recognized
graduate research focused on key technologies; as well as UMR' s immediate
goals (improving student success and
increased retention, making quality
improvements in the teaching on the
campus, the initiation of research by
new faculty members, and the development of an effective fund-raising
campaign.)
The Budget Review Committee
reviewed the reports from the task
forces and from' the administrative
units on January IS . Based on that
information and on additional study,

the Budget Review Committee prepared its recommendation on January
21.
This is a highlight of some of the
recommendations:
The Strategic Budget Plan calls for
$1.7 million in administrative restructuring. This includes the elimination
of all of the Assistant/Associate Vice
Chancellor positions, the Assistant or
Associate Dean positions and the
Graduate Study Administrative Office. The Vice Chancellor for Aca. demic Affairs will assume the protocol responsibilities of the Graduate
Dean. The responsibility for monitoring a degree candidates progress will
rest with the student's advisor, together with the student's advisory
committee and the Chair of the degreegranting program The other administrative responsibilities of the Graduate
Dean's Office will be transferred to
other units. The center for international Programs and Studies will be
transferred to Student Affairs and will
continue its support of protocol services. Academic Assessment will be

See Budget, page 2

King decision protested

Math student named Putnam Fellow
News Services
SOURCE
A University of Missouri-Rolla
student is one of five top scorers in an
annual mathematics competition
sponsored by the Mathematical Association' of America.
Xi Chen, a senior mathematics
student at UMR , is one of five Putnam
Fellows who will be listed in the October issue 'of American Mathematical
Monthly. The Putnam Fellow designation is given to the five undergraduate students who score highest in the
mathematical association's annual
William Lowell Putnam Mathematical Competition.
A total of 2,325 students from 383
colleges and universities in Canada
and the ·United States participated in

the competition, which was held Dec.
7, 1991. Other Putnam Fellows this
year were from Princeton University,
Harvard University (two students) and
the University of Toronto.
As a Putnam fellow, Chen will
receive $500 and will be eligible for a
scholarship to study at Harvard
Universtiy. He also is assured of offers to study at a variety of universities
because the Putnam Fellows are recruited heavily for graduate school ,
according to Dr. William T. Ingram,
chair of the UMR mathematics department.

Chen, 21, who is from Shanghai,
China , was one of 17 gold medalists in
the 1988 International Mathematical
Olympiad for high school students .
He said he would like to continue his
mathematics education at Princeton or
Harvard . He plans to graduate from

UMR in December.
Mathematics "is a lot of fun but
also very difficult," he said. "Sometimes you must spend a lot of time to
solve one problem . But when you
solve it you find that you've accomplished something. That is very rewarding."
The William Lowell Putnam competition is named for an 1882 Harvard
graduate who "had a profound conviction in the value of organized team
competition in regular college studies," according to a Mathematic al Association of America contest brochure. The competition began in 1938.
One of the five Putnam Fellows
will be awarded the annual William
Lowell Putnam Prize Scholarship later
this year. The scholarship carries a
value of up to $ 12.000 plus tuition at
·Harvard.

Kevin Eligger.

UMR students protest the not guilty verdict in the Rodney
King beating case.

Missouri Mlner
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Calendar of Events
Wednesday

Rolla Blood Drive / 9.00 a.m.

10

Student Aetlvlly Fee Board Mt& 1 3:30 p.m.
Walnut

3.00 p.m. for

more information call Elaine Rinkus-Schufflerat

(314) 364-3947.

Wesley 16:00 p.m.
Newman Mass 19:00 p.m.

Solar Car Team Mtg. / 12:20 p.m. Walnut
Student Activity Fee Board Mtg / 3:30 p.m.

Campus Crusade
Maramec

ror Christ Mtg. / 9:00 p.m. _

Walnut

JuggUn& Club Mtg_/ 9:00 p.m. - Miner Rec. Bldg.

Newman Mass 19:00 p.m.
Juggling Club Mtg. / 9:00 p.m. - Miner Rcc. Bldg.

Noda~

Campus Crusade for Christ 19:00 p.m. Mara-

mec

Thursday

UMR Board

0(

Curators meeting 7 8.00 a.m.,

Cenunnial Hall, UCE.
Ne\ml&n Scriptures /12;30 p.m.

Adult Children PI' Alcoholics Mtg. / I:30 p.m. 201 Norwood

KME Free Math Help Sessions /7:00 p.m. 203
M-CS

UMR spring Film Series, "Barton Fink" 7:00
p.m. • Miles Auditoriwn, ME Bldg. Admission by
season ticket or 53 at the door.

~g.!lg

UMR Board
Ccnl>nnial Hall, UCE.

/8.00 a.m.,

Last Class Day
MSA Mtg /1 :30 p.m.
Trap & Skeet 13 :30 p.m. -T-2
Show-Me Anlme Mtg 16:30 p.m.- 212 McNutt.
for more infonnation call Ouis Klaus 341-8715.
IVCF Mt&_/7:00 p.m., 139 Schrenk
UMR SUB Presents, STAR TREK VI/7.00p.m.
and 9.00 p.m.
UMR SUB annual BB-Q at Hockey Puck

Saturday

Reading Day

UMR Lady Miner Softball, NCAA Regional
Tournament I time and place TBA.

UMR SUB Presents, STAR TREK VI /7.00 p.m.
and 9.00 p.m.

Sundal
Solar Car Team Mtg. / 4:00 p.m. 208 Physi cs.
Student Mass /5 :00 p.m.
Wesley Chapel /7:00 p.m.

Monday

The Phonathoo omce has moved to the first floor
of Buehler Bldg .• Mailing Address is 101 Buehler
Bldg., Calling Facilities are in rooms' 102. 103,
104

Financial Aid

For more Inrormallon and/or applications pertaining to the rollowlng scholarships, contact
the Student Financial Aid office, G-l Parker
HallThe Missouri Small Business Deveopment Center and Jefferson Smurflt Center (or Entrepre.
neurlaJ Studies, St Louis: are co-sponsoring the
Collegiate Entrepreneur Award. For more details

conlact UMR SBDC, Rm 223- Engr Mgmt Bldg,
341- 4561.
Society or Women Engineers
SWE is pleased to announce its 92-93 freshman
and reentry scholarship progmn. The Freshman
program consist of six scholarship of S1000 each
for entering women engineering students. The
Olive Salembier Reentry Scholarship is designated to encourage and aid women in reentering
the job as an engineer after being out of work force
for a minimwn of two years. Deadline May 15,
1992.
Council On Public Higher Education For Missouri
The COPHE program will provide S 1,000 scholarship to ten outstanding seniors from the state's
public four-year college and universities who are
completing Wldergraduate preparation for careers
as mathematics. biology, chemistry, physics, or
foreign language teachers at the elementry and
secondary levels. Students who are currentl y in
their third year of college and who intend to become teachers in the above areas are
encouraged to apply . Financial need will not be a
factor for detennining awards. Deadline No later
than May 15 of the year before a student
becomes a senior.

Rolla area (Phelp's County) NAACP ' offers
"Yes [Can" Grant.
Tht' '<Yes I Can" Grant is a S500 grant'funded by
Rolla area (Phelps County) t-fAACP fora full time
African American undergraduate swdent entering
or currentl y attending the University of MO- Rolla
with atleast one year of college remaining .
' Eligibility Requirements:
.. African American
Demonstrated fmancial need.
South moral character.
.. Admitted to or attending UM:R during the
peroid of grant allowance.
.. Minimum academic criteria:
High School -UMR admission standards

Current UMR students-2.0 Scm and CUM
Toastmasters Mt&l noon - Missouri Rm UCE,
For more information call Steve Watkins at 341·

6231.
Christaln Campus Fellowship Mtg /6.00 p.m. _

Missouri

BSU Bible Study 16:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous Open Mtg. / 7:00 p.m. .
Wa lnut
Nalional Society Of Black En2ineers Mtg./7.00
p.:n . • 204 McN'JIt
Koi:lOnla Bible Study /8:00 p.m. - Mamn ec

GPA, and being in good academic standing.
Member of Rolla a~a NAACP Branch.(if
currently a UMR student)
Application Deadline: May 8, 1992. For more
information call 314-341-2677 or 341-4771.
The Cape Glrarduu County University of
Missouri Extension Council wil award their first
annual educational scholarship. The S200 scholarship will be awarded to a full time student attending any accredited4- year institution, who has
completed 60 hour toward a 4-year degree with a
GPA of 2.5 , in one of the following subject maner
areas: agriculture. human environmental science,
youth development and business. The applica nt or
parents/guardians must be resident of Cape Girardeau County. Application Deadline June 1.
Application fonn may be obtained from Un iversity of Mi ssouri Extension Center at 243 -358 1.
Mary R_ Norton Scholarship For Women
Committee E-4, of the American Society for Testing and Materials(ASTM), takes great pleasure in
announcing a yearl y schol arship for a 'women

college senior or first year graduate student enrolled in Metallurgy or Materials Science. The
amount of the award is 5500. Student must be
registered full -time and must expect to be classified as a senior or a first year gnlduatc student
during the academic year, 1992-93. Application
Deadline:June 15,1992.

Missouri Press Foundation
An opportunity for jWlior, seniors and graduate
students enrolled in newspaper journalism
courses at missouri four-year colleges and universities to apply for a S2,OOO scholarship. Requirements a~: Missouri resident. demonstrated interest in commWlity journalism. have journalistic
potential Application Deadlind:June 15,1992.

The Rolla Rotary Club and Rolla Breakfast
Rotary ~Iub are seeking qualified applicants for
scholarship which providcfundsforsrudy in other
countries during the 1993·94 academic year.
Application deadline July lS, 1992. For more
infonnalion call kent Roberts 364-3859, or Sue

Arnold 364-0383.

Budget

from page 1

transferred to the Office of Student
Affairs and be combined in part with
the Counseling and Testing Office.
The Recruiting. Admissions, and Student Financial Aid units will be combined into a single unit to increase
efficiency and provide for annual variations of work demands of the various
services_ Both the budgeted Associate
Vice Chancellor position and the Jazz
Choir will be eliminated. The staffmg
in the Physical Education and Recreation Department will be reorganized to
eliminate the need for an additional
individual as Athletic Director. Buildings T6 and the old cafeteria will be
removed with a net savings in energy
and maintenance once the cost of razing the building is recovered_ And the
administrative assigrunents of the
Dean of Mines and Metallurgy and an
Associate Dean of Engineering will be
reduced.
The Budget Plan also calls for $2.6
million in workload redistributions.
For. faculty members .. this will mean
41creased teaching and' service loads.
The number of security guards re-

quired to secure the campus will be
reduced as a result of the development
of a campus security program.
$0.4 million will be transferred to
altemate sources of funding. This
includes making the public radio station, KU.MR, self-sustaining_
:'$D.3million will be transferred to
higher priorities_ Both the university
and the campus have identified the
library as one of its top priorities.
UMR aspires to have a technological
library recognized for its use of the
latest electronic and telecommunications techniques. The technological
.Iibrary will fully incorporate the full
text electronic data bases, CD Rom
sources, and indexes. The library
would be integrated into the entire
fabric of the campus using the UMR
computer network_ The transfer.; to
the library from other units represent a
real transfer of resources which can be

reconfigured to fulfill the new mission
of UMR' s library.
The Strategic Budget Plan submitted to the Board of Curators calls for
increased expenditures to meet the
following university priorities: faculty/st~ff compensation, maintenance/repair of physical assets, instructional equipment, development
of a technological library. and increased fmancial aid. In addition to
the university's priorities, the campus
identified required expenditures to
pennit UMR to meet its own aspirations: perfonnance and market adjustments for faculty salaries, faculty/
staff ed\lcation and training, and investments to develop additional support for the university_ The plan also
recognized that there are required
expenditures for nonrecurring maintenance/repair which must be addressed
in the next five years.
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The Illssour! MIner Is the offielal publlcatlo.t of the students of the University
of MIssouri-Rolla. IUs dJstI1bu ted each Wednesdayafiemoon at Rolls. MIssouri
and features acUvitles or the students of UMR

IhiI

All articles. features. photogra phs. and Ulustratfons publis hed are the property
or the Ki..ourl Minerand may not be reproduced orpubU.s hed without written
pennlsslon.

.r

The Illssourl Miner encouraged comments from Its readers. and wll! attempt
to print all responsible letters and edltorfal material received. All submissions
must have a name. student 10 numbe r. and phone number for verU)caUon .
Names wlll be withheld upon reques t.
Submissions for publlcauon must be In 0l!r drop box (first floor or the Norwood
Hall. Room 103) by 3:30 p.m. on the Thursday before publlcaUon . The Ki.. ourl
"Miner reserves the r1gbt to edit all submfssfons for s tyle. grammar. punctuaUon. spe1llng. length. and matters of good taste.

lasl
Min

The KJ...ourllllner Is operated by th e students ofUMR and the opinions expressed In Itdo notnecessartly reflec t those of the university. faculty. orstudent
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Ai rmen of Note
to perform

flnl

Edltor-In-Chlef ---- -- -·-------·-·-·-··---··-------- ----- ---· Matt Uckllder {364-484 I)'

been

Em

ManagingEdltor -· ---------------- --------- -- ----- --------------Tom Brown (364-4481)
Buslness Manager
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Crossen(341 -9929}

AdvertJsll1gDlrector ---- ----- --- ------------- ---·------ ----Oal1 DeArmond (364-9783)

News Services
SOURCE
Ainnen of Note, the Air Force's
premier jazz ensemble, will perfonn a
free concert at 7 p.m. Tuesday, May
12. at the Gale BullmanMulti-Purpose
Building, 10th Street and Bishop
Avenue in Rolla. The University of
Missouri-Rolla band program is sponsoring the concert.
The concert is free and open to the
public, but tickets are required for
admission. To order ti ckets in advance, slop by the UMR ;" lnd office at
127 Castleman Hall '" ,~nd your request and a self-add, 2'sed, stamped
envelope to "Ainn e!. of Note," 127
Castleman Hall. University of Missouri-Rolla. Rolla. MO 65401.
For more infonnation. call the
b,u.,d program at (314) 341-4698 or
(314) 341 -4185.

Assl Advertising Director --·-- -· ---------- -------------- · ------··------ Oove Carpenter

Subscr1pUons and Tearsheets-- -- --------·- ---- --·----- -------- ---· -- -- SCott Davidson
ClrculaUon --------- --- -------- --------------- ----- ----------MJke Matthews (364-1433)
News Editor --- ---- -- ------ ------------------ -- ----·- --- --------Stevt' PuIJak {364-8968)

Assl News Editor ------- ------- --------------- -----:---- -- -.. --- ------ Slephanle Stroker
j

Features Editor --- -- - - -. ~ --- . . ------------ --- -- - -- -- --~- ----- ·--Greg Denzer(34 1-5277)
Asst. Features Editor ---- ---- ------- ---------- --------- ---- ----- -- ------John Humphrey

Sports Editor --- ---·-----:---- -- ---- --- --- ----- --·- -· -- ---- -JeffLacavich (364 -7583)
As..~ L

Sports EdItor --- ------ ---------- -- -------.-- -. ------ ----- ------ ----- --- -Jlm Beard

Photo EdItor --- .--- ------- --- -- ------------- --- ---.- -- ---- ---Brett Goodman (364- 1257) .
Copy Manager --·-- ----------· --· ·-------------- ---- ----- --Ro.Jesh Shin de {341-2920}

SW[Wdlecs' Elliot ClaVin. TIm Gungol!. Sqlligy. A. T. Goon
Kelly Bema l. Susan Middaugh. James Barnes. Chris Goo.
Kelly Bema!. RaJesh Shlnde. Susan Middaugh
Qrnpblc Artists·
Mlng. Mike Matthews. Cindy Schreckcnberg
Advertising Bc;pregnlaUves' Jeremy Buchanan. ~ry Willia ms
Pbotogapbc;rs Tony Roungon. Jason Boles. Kevin Biggers
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I am writing in response in Kinya's
article entitled "OK ... THAT'S ALL I
CAN TAKE," which appeared in last
week's Miner. After reading your
article, which contained mostly general, mud-slinging statements, incoherent details, and pointless violent
"solutions," I wondered exactly what
point you are trying to make. If you
are saying that the white race as a
whole is still covertly enslaving
"Blaks," as you put it, then your point
is lost before you ever started tossing
your derogatory remarks around.
Though nearly all of your article
deserves reproach, at least in my opinion, there are several specific statements or ideas that I can't believe a
person on this campus would publish.
I have come to think of Rolla as a fairly
safe place to pursue an education, but
if there are other people there like you,
I may start watching my back after
dark.
First, you mentioned that whites
express physical bigotry, as well as
economic bigotry toward blacks. I
really would have appreciated a more
in-depth description of "economic
bigotry." I am not .familiar with the
term, and I am interested in what yqu
think it means.
I agree that racism is a problem and

will undoubtedly continue to be a see. You also claim that you have
problem for many years. It is probably
taken all you can and will take. Let me
safe to say that there will never come · ask you, Kinya. What"Illeasures have
a time when people will live totally you taken so far to try to solve this nafree of racial prejudices . This is espetionwide bigotry? Your "freedomcially true when people like you walk fighter" attitude .must cert~inly' be
around with that "KILL-'E M ALL" result of some kind of failure to tty
attitude. You say to blacks, "the white peaceful solutions, or is it? Are you
man is killing your children ..." What the type of person who abides by the
ARE you talking about? Black men law, conveys a congenial personality
kill black men. White men kill white to both blacks and whites, and does all
men. Black men kill white children, as that is humanly possible to keep black
well as black children. White men kill and white relations peaceful? Or did
white children and black children. I you get just a little too caught up in the
co-;;Id goon about whites, blacks, men, whole Black History Month back in
women, children, the elderly, etc. I February and decide that nothing else
hope you see my point. You can't pull but violence and hatred can solve rilsome crazy, generalized, unprece- cial prejudice?
dented notion out of your head and
I have read and reread your article
print it as fact that whites as a whole and am still uncertain what you are
are out to snuff the life out of black complaining about. Is it about white
children. Let's even go so far as to people killing black people? Is it about
pretend that this is true. Your solution racism and bigotry? Is it about freeis to defend your children "By Any dom? I don't watch the news everyMeans Necessary." I understand from day, but I thought blacks were given
your article this means "Kill the their freedom quite sometime ago.
Whites." If you cant' beat 'em, join You say that many have forgotten
that
'em, right? Well, that is a pretty cow- blacks " .. freedom is only an amendardly and typical response.
ment and that amendments can be reYou are blowin' a bunch of hot air pealed." I a not a politician ,' but
I
about taking arms and starting a revo- seriously douot that your freedom
is .
·'I~tio~. I assume 'this is your intention
because you have printed it for all to see-Jeff, page

14'
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Veiw from the rich
Underclass Uprising
There is no doubt in my mind about
whether the officers involved in the
Rodney King beating did use excessive fcirce; Jhey did. The behavior of
law enforcement officers in many of
our large cities is in dire need of reform. The "power trips" that some of
the corrupt officers are on causes them
to treat many citizens without regard
to fairness and common decency. I
lived in Los Angeles for four years
and witnessed excessive force in many
instances, including excessive force in
dealing with campus fraternities and
sororities. The anger of the country is
justified; the officers involved should
have received some form of punishment.
However, the underclas s uprising
occurring in Los Angeles and other
cities can never be justified. Mass
movements that involve arson, looting, bea,ting ...and murder must be
extinguished. The longer they occur,
the harder they are to stop. The President should have earlier warned all
looters and arsonists that federal
troops were being sent in with rubber
bullets (where applicable) and live
anununition in more extreme circum~
stances. He was right to warn them
that if their criminal activi4es contiI:!ued.that force would,be )Jsed, and that
due to the uncertainties of such sit'u-

ations, that some of them may die ( this
would not be intentional). These
warnings are necessary as a fonn of
deterrence and to force the looters and
arsonists to think about what they are
doing.
Ifwe ask ourselves who these rioters are, we must consider who is
speaking out ag~inst their activities. I
have seen individuals fro.m the working class representing all races that
have spoken out against the behavior
of the looters. They may not agree with
the decision of the jury, but they do
agree with the Martin Luther King
principle of non-violence. Where is
this principle of non-violence in the
leadership today? It died with the
bullet that took the life of Martin Luther King. When King died, so did
many of the ethics of the Civil Rights
Movement. Jesse Jackson, Benjamin
Hooks, Willy Brown, and Al Sharpton
are the new leaders of the Civil Rights
Movel]1ent. They represent a departure from the legitimate equality delineated by King; they seek a redistribution of income based on anythIDg
but merit. These leaders continue to
seek increased social spending at the
expense of the taxpayer. They believe
that it is the objective of the national

see Uprising, page 15

Danger to society
In response to MrlMs. Kinya in · racy. You have a vote, and you have
last week's edition of the Missouri
Miner, I have a few words to say. Fi~st enough people believe in the same
ofal\let's gcoveryo urpoints. Inyour things as you do, then people like this
first point you and your people have would never be elected.
been enslaved for 450 years. The
Who does make sure there's al"Egyptians enslaved the Jew over 1900 ways a ready supply of drugs in the
years ago and you don't hear me neighborhoods? There aren't any co- II:M; %n~:
bitching about it, do you? Hell, the caine fields in Washington D.C.
or
white Jew were enslaved by your fore- Whiteyvi lle, Wisconsi n either.
fathers never got an emancipation
proclamation. You have had yours for drugs, the supply would fall a little
bit.
over 125 years and if you still feel I,
Maybe
like if
tJiere
you,
waswhat
saw
no one
to buy the
happened
to
enslaved, then I am sorry, that is your Rodney King and I,like you, believe
T..,'--,......,Lit
owndarnnproblem. Perhaps you have
was just a blatant use of unnecessary
got your own problems you should force,
b~t, I will just bet you, in 3 years k?~"'·' , ," ""1 'i"} ;i.~ r~[ i.~ '~ lf ;~~0
deal with first before you go out and when Rodney King gets his cashiers
become society's messiah.
check, from his civil suit, he won' t
You say, and I quote "We have mind quite as much. ·You say, "What V;:':}/:'/·"Pi·:::;·o',::
many who have become complacent about all the beatings that don't get
reand lethargic in their quest for equal- corded on film ." Well, what
about all ". . ,",,', .. ,:,. ,.,
ity." That only furthers my point. the muggings, rapings,
and beatings b 2iili.;222i21.£.2J2ii.i2L2lfZ±:.2:±.::2.:2222J2::2222
l±.1±::i£B:l±.±.t£2:.3l.:L2:: ::..---- --J
Complacency is a problem only solved that don' t get recorded or
reported. I
by dealing with yourself, taking your am not claiming that all of these
are In this last semester, notan issue of the consider right.
way, you screamed and fought. Sir, it
driveby's into the suburbs , as you sug- done by Black men, but you must
look Miner has gone by without some arThe United States of America is is time to grow up. If you feel you are
gested, is hardly a solution.
at the percentages. 67% of all prison ticle such as yours included. My ar- the greatest country on
this earth and in not capable of growing up perhaps,
My name is not Uncle Larry and I inmates are black,justifying my
ticle, inunediately upon printing will our society, people with radical beliefs you and your people should move
point.
to
am not a racist, but I do despise igno- You , cry and whine about
how the be labeled as racist and wrong while such as yours are tolerated. In any South Africa where you or beliefs are
rance. Specifically, the type of igno- white man is killing your peoille.
In yours articles have repeatedly been re- other country a war cry such as you ex- normal.
rance you have shown in your war cry.
1990 of all black males murdered in ferred to as liberal. You, sir, are a rac- pressed in last week's would be
views
1 would never vote for. David Duke or the 'Y~ited States, 74% were murdered ist, and you
sir, though you have a as treasonous , and you would be laPat Buchanan, but evidently enough at t1feihands of another black
place in society, express no opinions beled dangerous to society. In tifth Sensibly,
male.
people did. That is life, that is democ- : :, ~:.Ios_ing, I will further
my poinl' that anyone with common sense would grade, if everything didn' t go your A concerned American
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Let's strive fo'f"peace
'.

.

OK.. .I'm · Fed,· LJp!?-'
After reading las! weeks article,
"Ok...That's All I C, ~ Take," I felt
compelled to write and express my
opinion. I am a white male. I was born
and raised in a small community in
northern Missouri. While growing up
I was exposed to racism. Blacks were
referred to a s "niggers," Japanese
were referred to as "damn (and other
obscene adjectives) Japs," and Mexicans were referred to as "lazy good for
nothing Spics" daily by family, friends
and relatives and strangers. Yet still I
have grown up with the opinion that a
black is good as a Caucasian, Japanese, or Hispanic. All of my friends
and other people my age I know also
share the same opinion.
That is why it really irked me to
read the article last week with phrases
like "!t' s time for (blacks) to take what
is rightfully ours," "more and more is
racism and bigotry showing it's face,"
"Y'all Uncle Toms, Y'aU gotsta go,"
and "to hell with peace."
My ftrst question is what is rightfully the blacks' that blacks don't
have? is it a special freedom or liberty
that I don't know about? I do realize
there is prejudice and that blacks are
discriminated against, but the normal
majority of whites, like myself. see
blacks as equals and are not racist.
Second, how can bigotry be showing its face more and more when more
and more whites like myself are viewing blacks as equals. Each generation
since the Civil Rights Movement has
been working towards abolishing ra-

llr.

-

'Cl'('

Well, after reading the article one that works contructive}¥ in our the go back to your perfect native land,
"OK, That's all I can take," in the society. I feel "blak" people have the and form your own perfect world. I am
Miner, Arpil29, 1992 I was infuriated. upper hand now. They have a better assuming your world would be a drug
But what a nice surprise over dinner to chance at scholarships , grants, loans, free world, a world where child after
learn that the LA. police officers ac- and then jobs because they are consid- child would not be born out of wedcused in the beating of Rodney King ered a minority. Please, what will the lock, a world where there would be no
were found not guilty. I guess real "blak" population want next? Why is alcohol abuse, a world where there
ju"stice does prevail. I wonder how it on most job applications the ques- would be no shortage of food, land or
many "blak" men and women would tion pertaining to one's age has been jobs, a world where every individual
like to be police officers in any large removed, or marital status to name a would have an education whether they
~etropolitan city? Day after day of. few? Because it doesn't matter on how wanted it or not, of course everything
verbal- abuse and physical abuse by well one can or could do the job, no would be given to each without having.
citizens they are paid to protect. Paid more than the color of one's sking. I to earn it. If you as a race feel you have
a very nominal amount for the work have heard that the prisons are primar- been robbed of your heritage and freethey do. Don't tell me the "blak" ily ftlled with "blak" individuals. dom then go on to the perfect world
people could not get hired if they Why? Not because they were discrimi, you seem to think you would be poswanted to be a police officer, that is nated against, if they were not in- sible if the "white" man had left you
what affirmative action is for. There volved in the things that put them in or alone. Why, as a race would you
are not too many individuals that near the scene of a crime, I guess they continue to be looked down upon;
would like to be a police officer for would not be there. Granted there are degraded, where your children and
very long after experiencing such individuals who have falsely been ac, women are continually being raped by
abuse. The abuse they experience is cused throughout time, since the be- society? There is still a lot ofunpopu,
often enough for many to say this is gining of time. But we as the human lated land in Africa.
e.nough, the job is not worth it. Many race are not perfect. If you have ever
policeofi :ers suffer from depression, read the Bible you would know that.
I am appalled at the insinuation
their fami ',es are often forced to live However we do control our own that the "white" people are providing
with a far, ily member that is short destingy as individuals for the most the "blak" populations in cities, their
temperedru dinturndivorce shows its part. We can be anything we want to drugs, and weapons. Wake up and
ugly face . 1 he number of police om- be. That is what America represents.
take a good look my friend. I believe
cers that tum to alcohol is also great. If "blak" individuals did not have that greed and the "Almighty Dollar" have
taken their toll on the majority oI
You can say that no one forced them to right, then there would be no "blak"
be a police offtcer for a living, well no individuals among us with educa- "blaks" from the inner cities. As one
Olle forced the number ~;~ ;'l?'~" in<;li- tions , that worked and provided for
bla~k woman from LA. described her
. xiduals that choose not t91'&~t.e~ their ' 1hemselves as many individuals ,do in
thoughts on the evening news. "this
,
this cou~try. "Blak" people would still · > has :nothjj1g to do with Rodney King,
Iiv:s ~it!te~.
We are all born equal •.a many it be slaves in the true sense of the word. it hils to do with greed." I am curious
poor "blak" man has risen above the If you fee that you have lived in some
see Peace, page 15
gh,etto, or life of poverty to, be~ome form of slavery for the past 450 years

cism and bigotry and each day with the
.: ~..:::. '.
'
birth of new lives that goal becomes
more attainable.
Third, why do all the Uncle Tom's
"gotsta go?" Obviously the have seen
the impact the Civil Rights Movement
had and the changes that have taken
I am replying to the individual who
place. They also see that the new called himself a Malcolmist and
generation have the view of all people signed his letter "to hell with peace."
being equal. By destroying them and
I realize that you are an individual
their trust you set the United States with rights. dreams and aspirations as
back thirty years. Thirty years of hard any other. I am too. I have never inwork and effort on both sides.
tentionally repressed. discriminated
The way I see it is that small por- against or enslaved anyone. I am a
tions of blacks feel they are discrimi- student with a family, possibly like
nated against day in and day out. like you, trying to go to school. get an eduKinya. And those blacks with milhant cation. and make a life for my family
beliefs are only helping to keep racism and make a contribution to society. I
and bigotry alive instead of letting it would never hurt a child for any readie. Over the past 30 years change has son.
come, and it is forthe bener. llie point
I did not make you or your people
of this change was to open peciple' s a slave but I will and do apologize for
minds to other cultures, and Kinya the fact that my ancestors dfd. As we
only expresses a close d militant mind have all seen recently there are good
by shouting "we can have mind power. and bad sides in any society. any histhe trained soldier ...Fight for your tory. I never claimed that all white or
freedom cause they damn sure can't European etc. history was beyond
stop us if we do: and " to hell with reproach. I am not claiming to be
peace." By using such rhetoric it absolved of guilt if our society has
shows Kinya and others alike advocate repressed your people or if I aided
the principles which make racism through my own ignor",.·'".
immoral in the ftrst place, and they are
But rather than thr" . len or carry
not better than their counterpart, the out violence against "mocent indiKKK.
viduals for a society' , injustice and
crime. let us work together to correct
iL Help those pf who are ignorantto be
(to hell with those who have eyes educat~d; Teach them before killing
but refuse to see)
them . Tell,me what I can do; what you
Mike Easley
need to right the wrong, to make it .

Dare to do some more
those wh0 started all of this. That does
better.
Martin Luther had a dream. a beau- notexcuse them or take away the prob,
tiful dream, which can still happen. lem. Butyoucan'tchange the past.But
His method had so much more hope we can change the future. We are ourand dignity than if we return to all out selves and have to say "Okay the past
hatred and killing of each other based has happened. I know what my roots
on an idea or belief as stupia as just are. be they good, bad, ugly or beautibecause you are adifferent color or sex ful, But I start with me and leave the
bullshit behind. We must make a new
than I.
A person advocating hatred. vio, beginning, a better world. a present in
lence, and force against individuals is the here and now with living individuas racist as another thinking that he is als not a past which cannot rise about
better just because he is American. hatreds."
We are all different as groups.
The way criminals or psychopaths
make their killing easier is to dehu- cultures. societies, individuals and
manize and impersonalize the victim. sexes, but we lIJ'e memb,ers of the
They don't let themselves think about human race. Allah (or God) loves inftthe victim as a wife, son. husband or nitevariety. We should celebrate and
daughter of another: that they have a savor the very differences which make
life and a name and a family. People us be~uti fu1.
are not "the evil bad guy" who are out
We are our own limitors and we
to get you or "all women are bad and can rise above those external limitadeserve to be punished." People are tions. We have seen the depths and
individuals who do commit rights, and pits of humanity with slavery and Nazi
wrongs. sleep and eat,live 8!ld die. If Germany. Let us work together to
one allows themselves to 'think of achieve the heights and pinnacles that
another group as one entire e'ntity and the \!right·. beautiful side of humanity .
to hate those individuals 'asJOne entity IS capable of.
it is the same process as iht psyctfoWe can make a difference if we
path. We are not all one gr\,up. e, h dare.
group is made of separate u'fc'llvidllhrs.
with different thoughts. and beliefs.
Signed,
__ ~ ar!, separa.te gener)(II'?I)~_ : _ Member of the human race
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Edllo..: In response 10 "OK ... Thais
All I Can Take"

looking for them. You are here be, cause )!{'.u want to be so you can get a
good eoucation , graduate and get a
high paying job, and you will have the
opportuni ty io leave your neighborhoods that you seem to hate. Most
importantly, you have the opportuni ty
to set an example for others so that
they too see there is something out
there for them. If everything I said
happens, you too will be living in one
of those suburbs. Would you like to
see everything you work~d hard for be
destroyed ?
The reasons why people live in
your neighborh oods are that they are
unwilling to change and they do not
have the desire to make a better life for
themselves. So they continue to live
off the system for which I help pay.
They have the ability to make decisions for themselves. They can create
a beter lifestyle. Do not blame it on
caucasians. We set up a system for
everyone, but it does take a bit of effort
on both sides. Your anger and frustrations are solving nothing . Quit complaining and worry about yourself.
The rest will follow if enough of you
are willing to set th'e stage. Yourprob lems do not have to be there; you just
choose to keep them.

Allow me to make a few comments
on the article by Kinya in last week's
Miner.
I believe the article was a poor plea
for attention and a want for sympathy .
I, as well as many other people on
campus, do not want to and will not
give you any sympathy , but we will
give yo~ attention for 'writing an article that was completel y without
form. It had no justificati on and
means. your article tells me that you,
Kinya, are no better than what the
KKK stands for. It is a shame that you
wrote that article because you dug
yourself a hole. You probably just
ruined all hope of seeing "equality"
because it sounds like to me that you
have given up on trying to see change
which to me means weakness, mental
weakness. Hou can you expect people
to get along with that kind of an attitude?
What is your justificati on for the
way you want to start? Afro-Ame ricans and all other minorities are protected heavily by our governme nt.
Because of many laws, you have a
better chance of getting scholarshi p
money and in most cases a job because
employers must hire so much of a Sincerely
percentag e of minorities. You have
everything to gain. So many opportuR, Krause
rtities are out there. You must not be
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It is time to take a stand

How long will we as black, edu- lives for the white
man. It is what we
cated peopk Sit back and watch this have been
doing for years and it is part
disjustice c" otinue? There is no way of the reason
why we are in the situto even b ~ ~ ..: to justify what is going ation we are in.
I am not saying that we'
on in this country with black people. should not work
for the white man at
Most of us will probably think of Rod- all. but why cant
we use him as a stepney King from now on when the word ping stone until·we
get our own thing.
disjustice is used. Butas we educate or He has surely
step on us enough.
(so-called educated) black people
Another statement that my brothmust look deeper into the situation, ers and sisters
often th!ow at me in a
read between the lines an d begin to see discussion about
progress, "black
and feel the chains of slavery that has people aren't
being lynched today like
locked us down. On the plantation I t11ey were back
then." Please wake up.
can understand that if a black man was Rodney King
was nothing, but a modalmost beaten to death, then we as em day lynching
by the police. Maybe
black people would simply swallow he wasn't hanging
from a tree, but the
the disjustice. Or even when lynch- LAPD was defirtitely
beating the hell
ings were more tolerated before the out of him for
no reason. So when you
civil rights act. But is now thirty years really look
at it, what is the differlater and what do we have? We have ence? Many
people could not have
brothers and sisters that are too afraid taken that many
blows and survived.
to not only show action, but afraid to When we look
a the drug situation in
open there mouths and speak up.
our own neighborh oods (North St.
It hurts me badly tohear my broth- Louis, Kinloch,
Berkley and Kansas
ers and sisters say that we are better off City) , the
people dying from crack is
today than we were ih the 1950's and just another
modem day lynching.
1960' s. Just because you now have the There is
no difference from a rope or
opportunity to shop, eat, and go to dying from crack,
when Capiiol Hill
school with the whiteboy, 'does not continues to
import the massive
mean that you are better off. Thirty amount of drugs
into the country. Itis
years ago we as black people were a bold face lie
when we continue to say
forced to stick together because of the that the drug
problem is a black on
fact that we had nothing but each other. black situation.
Many drug dealers
Today. brothers and sisters that do go , you see in your
neighborhood have
to school to receive a so-called educa- been conquered
by the system and
tion refuse to do something worth- feels he has now
way out. Black boys
' while with it: It is that sla~e mentality face the
racism in the public -school
system directed by white teachers that
receive the white man's so-called de- choose to jgnore
anel. overlook him
gree, that we must work our whole because they do not
know how to chal-

lenge his energy and intelligence,
Then they feed him a false doctrine of
history that makes him believe his
people played no part in civilization,
but only a time period of slavery . This
miseducat ion leads to an extremely
low self-esteem and knowledge of
self. Therefore we have the large per·
centage of dropours being young black
men. Now on the streets with no
education and unable to get a job, the
security of a gang and dealing drugs
are sometime s the only options he
recogrtizes before him. Until we push
for schools to educate our own, the
problem will only become worse. It is
not discrimination when we choose to
educate our young black men separately form others. Other races of
people educate their own. Until we
face the facts and start to realize that
the society we live in today is a society
that is destined to eliminate our young
black men, once again we will not
make any progress. Please don't take
my word, read "Countering the Conspiracy to Destroy Black Boys" by Dr. '
Jawanza Kunjufu volumes I, II, and

m.

To be honest. I have to go along
with the Malcolmi st point of view . We
must defend our people "By Any
Means Necessary ." ForoneIa mtired
of talking abut it because nothing is
being done. It is high time to take a
stand. we are not better off now than
we were before.
M?CQee
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In the interest of dispelling the
moral, economic, and political confusion which reigns through so much of
our world, I present herewith the Facts
of Life:
I. Moral values are absolute.
Good and evil are good and evil, regardless of time or place.
2. Friedman 's Principle: Government is the least efficient provider of
services.
3. Corollary to #2.: never give
anything to the Governme nt if there is
another option.
4. Human beings are the ends , not
means.
5. Better to die free than to live a
slave.
6. Cold War Corollary to #5: It
would have been better to have a nuclear holocaust than to allow the Soviets to win the Cold War.
7. Choice entails responsibility;
freedom entails discipline .
S. Cry Wolf Corollary to #7: freedom of speech does not entail the right
to say "fire" in a crowded movie theater.
9. Killing the innocent is murder;
killing the guilty is execution ; killing
in war is necessity.
10. Jefferson' s Principle: the Tree
of Liberty must be watered from time;
to time with the Blood of Patriots.

II . Rational patriotism is a virtue;
jingoism is dangerous.
12. Equality of means is impossible.
13. Preventive wars are a good
idea, if anybody can ever find the guts
to launch them.
' ,
14. Stirlin's Principle: the upper
limit on any civilizatio n's public
morality is set by the amount of concentrated energy available.
.'
.
15. Poumelle 's Corollary to #15 :
; fission jl9wer is a good thing. Fusion
power y[ould be even better.
16. If you would have peace, be
prep; ed for war. (This one h·as been
around a long time, but we keep forgetting .... )
17. Humartity is not just an intelligent animaL
IS. Technolog y (tools, machines,
weapons) has no moral content. What
matters is the moral intentions of the
people who use it.
19. Nuclear Age Corollary to #18:
nuclear weapons are not "evil" or "obscene." Neither is nuclear power.
20. Who says A, must say B.
21. Civilization is fragile thing: be
polite.
22. Relativity is theoretical physics. It cannot be applied to other fields.
23. Churchill 's Imperative: When
in the right, never give up.

24. Itis better to be poor and happy
than rich and miserable, but better still
to be rich and happy.
25 . Population growth is not an impediment to economic growth.
26. Be reasonable. True Believers
- are dangerous.
27. Kearny' s Command: never be
afraid of anything.
2S. Beware of Congressmen demanding "fairness." .
29. The sexes are biologically,
psychologically, and spiritually dif. ferent. Ignore that is at your peril.
30. MacArthur 's Principle: there
is no substitute for victory.
31. The fall of an oppressive em·
pire always brings on chaos, suffering,
and death. But it is still worth it.
32. Heinlein's Principle: A generation that ignores history has no
past-and no future .
33. Don't complain about something unless you know how to fix it.
34. Facts trump feelings; reason
defeats emotion.
by Rob Hobart
(With help from James Burnham,
Jerry Poumelle, Milton Friedman,
Robert Heinlein, Thomas Jefferson,
John Locke, Adam Smith, and numerous others)
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A great white conspiracy'

Call for a New Deal

~ay

6, 1992

Nightmare

Kinya,
Democracy is a covenant made by
people with each other on how they
wish to be governed. The "government" took diverse structure in different countries . The initial social contract in all cases did see a role for the
institution. America got a republic
with a terse disclaimer "if you can'
keep." America overall did not disappoint Benjamin Franklin.
The old clinched labels "conservatives" and "liberals" and their continued fighting of old battles inconclusively does pose a threat to keeping the
Republic. These conventional views
put the pubic in a position of making
choices between black and white (not
to be confused with races) when they
are really loo1cing for something in between. One major reason of reaching
this deadlock is "liberals" betraying

T<? The Editor

their basic philosophy of remaining
open to new ideas. Still in my view
they have a better chance of leading
America successfully into the next
century. They lost their broad "new
deal" coalition as a consequence of the
"clash of the absolutes" of the sixties.
Many part of heir ideology remained
stuck there and refused to advance'.
They need to come out of that closet
and win back the vast core ground.
Why is that imponant? The current conservative thought had largely
been successful in running against the
"govemment." Their political strategy depended on rousing suspicion of
it in their minds of the people. In the
aftermath of radical 1960 's and Carter
inflation that tactics did breed success.

Your recent letter to the Missouri Miner is quite possibly the most
racist diatribe that I have had the displeasure to read. It ranks with the
demented ramblings of the Ku Klux Klan or Nazi's, and I take issue with
it.
A major premise of yourletter seems to be that ALL white people are
solely responsible for the condition of ALL black people. Yes, sir, you
have it. There IS a great, white conspiracy to subjugate blacks. And we
are ALL in on it. Unfortunately, it is failing miserably since a Chief Justice, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of S taff , the Mayor of Kansas City,
the Comptroller of St. Louis, etc., are black and you have had a chance
to got to college. Have you caught the sarcasm yet? Your classification
of whites into a single group who ALL hate blacks is just as bigoted at the
KKK assertion that ALL blacks are inferior. Also, thank you for informing me that I have been killing black children and selling drugs in "your"
neighborhoods. For the past 22 years I have been unaware of this "fact."
You then go on to issue a call to arms. Apparently you want ALL
blacks to rise and kill ALL whites for no other reason than their race.
Congratulations on adopting the tactics of the groups you hate. The
Nazis killed the Jew because of their religion. The KKK lynched blacks
because of their skin color. Unfortunately, you seem unwilling to learn
fro these past examples of intolerance.
In conclusion, your letter was racist in the extreme. Like those you despise, you would condemn only on the basis of skin color. I am insulted
by your bigoted statements and do not appreciate your threats. An
attitude such as yours can only perpetuate racism, not end it. Someday
I hope you learn tojudge people, not by the color of their skin, but by individual worth.
Respectfully,

see Deal, page 15

Another look at the rights
of the African people
Re: African rights list:
mean loving parents and siblings that
My initial reaction to the list was can stand each other? Sounds like pie
that is was something like Uncle in the sky to me.)
Larry's column (which seems to have
3. The right to land sufficient for
been omitted from last weeks" paper). earning livelihood ... (Uh huh, right,
Assenions that every individual is and we are going to raise another conentitled to land sufficient for provid- tinent out of the ocean floor too,
ing sustenance, an that even a slave right?)
could rise to be president, caused me to
4. The right to aid in times of
conclude that the list was not entirely trouble (Hmmm, sounds goo&to me,
serious. However, my associates seem but "Superman where are you now?"
to have taken offense at it.
You might as well say that everyone
While all agreed that the list made has the right to live in Utopia.)
some valid points, they felt that taken
The right to petition for redress of
as a whole, it was offensive and even grievances (Okay, but who, when,
somewhat absurd. Some of the points how?)
are cenainly not valid in the U.S. (such
6. The right to criticize and
as irtheritance, which is severely condemn ... (let's leave it at that:
taxed), and some of the points were Okay?)
over statement (such as the " right" to
7. The rightto reject the communido what one is able to do; it is not a ties fmal decision on any matter and to
right; it is an ability; all people are withdraw from the community unmoalways able to do whatever they are lested. (Does that mean that if I am a
able to do) .
convicted mass murderer thatl shou ld
One ofmy associates was offe!lded be able to move to Southern France inby the flippant use of the word " right"; stead of serving my sentences. Wow,
he did not think the word was used ac- that sounds great. Extremes aside,
curately in context. He even assens doesn't that at least mean that if you
that rights do not exist as " things" or don't like my society that you should
entities.
relocate somewhere away from my
Another wondered if the composer society? As long as the individual is
of the list was trying to whitewash the willing and able to relocate, sounds
recent history of the civil war tom like a good right to me.)
continent. He recalled a few dictators
8. The right to a fair trial with just
who ruled there in recent decades. (I
and fair punishment or fmes when apmean, Edi Ahmene of Uganda is not
propriate. (A good theory but will it
who comes to my mind when someone
work?)
mentions great leaders in the cause of
9. The right to indemnity for injuhuman rights.)
ries or loss caused by others. (Yep we
I must admit the list has potential
have that right. It seems to me that
to offend. Perhaps the compiler of the
anyone can sue anybody for anything
list would care to clarify the intent of and be awarded huge compensation,
the list.
but it seems that this "right" is being
abused and is destroying our health
A Cynic's View of the "20 Fundacare system and our legal system.)
mental Rights"
10. The right to family or commuEvery member of the community
nity care in cases of sickness or accihad:
dent. (Unless you can afford to pawn
I. The right to equal protection of off your aging parents on a nursing
the law (iIIld if you have lots of money,
home. And community care? NOT!)
you Can be even more equal)
see Rights, page 14
2. The righttoa home ("home"you
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An experiel1ce to

r~member

shampoo. Gooseb~mpsco~ered my
'.'
)J<ldy when <Ulotliet,1:)r~eze felllhr()ugh
StAFF WRITER
the window and foWtd irs way into my .
_~_ _ _ _--'--_-'---:---,.....,..-:-,~ smaHmOl:ningAaven.
I rinsed the soap
froin my 11m a.i1d reacliedfor\hetciw,,1
"E;eeeaaa h!( I. exclaime d as I towjp~my",ye~. J'hei9w~lwascloser
slammed thealarni clock. I lay ther~a t4~ expected:
. •.•.••
..
n:wmentlO~ake up: I rolled Qverand.
I ope1)ed my eyes and she' stood
. ~p on my ~l~w: She looked so ~a\i: therewjth llerblbnd e hair loose and
tlful iaymg there asleep, so .innoc.ent. long. She had sri e,villy sweet.
~mi1e oil
I liiid,dow~ :gerit1yo~ lOp of her and herf~ceandIh"dagriJ1fromear
toear.
19ssedhe r awake, just the way she lIooked her over fro~head to
toe. He~
lik~d ii;slo~ and to the poini.... ine eyes werespark !in.g green and her
~int ()fiien\in guetharis .
..
smi1e~as lovdy .as .e ver "lith her
. Shesmiie d· and·· threw her arms petiteJips.;Hershoul ders.silky smooth
arou~d me,re~~g my kisses relent" asIJmew tllc;yiVe!}, . $hehad legs that

I!y c:JayIn

r

as

Co-Op advisors recognized for service
Career Placemen t and
Co-Op Training
SOURCE
On April 29, 18 University of
Missouri Rolla professors were recognized for their service as co-op advisors. A dinner was held in their honor
in the Mark Twain room. Interim Vice
Chancello r for Academic Affairs, Dr.
Glenn Haddock and their respective
Department Chairs awarded a certificate of appreciation to each of the coop advisors.

i~sslr I;U~;V b~ckand iQok:~d hel~ c6ulddriveanymki~razyim:dl1e~(e~t

the face , her ey~spr.ieclopen tIle)ook wer~ ju~tt4e right siz~to compleme
nt
o{sieep;u id he~smile was as ~right ~s herf~ame .
the sUnglistenulg off ihecrysta lwine .' I let myeyt;s.:caress her face once
glasses o~the fllgi'ltstand . I squeezed more and took \lie sbbrtstep
forward :
tight, brillging "'herclose tome and "My lips 'fell to hers, they were
as soft ~
stret·c hing my muscies to their extent. dewed petals. I pulled .h er and
myself
Her hair was' soft against my cheek u1l0 thc:ho!:w aterand:w 8tched·.'as
the
and her face Was l}estled nicely in the water ran over her breathtaki
ng form .
crook of my·neck. Helt her breath get She leaJ\ec!' her .he;ad .. back and
I saw
deeper and the pause between get that I h~d.fuUroairi of her nec~.
My
lqnger and r me,::" she was bai'k iii her hands felt he~badc ancl tightbutto
C~s .
Meams. I gently moved her our.from as my mouth s asted flief1esh
qn her .
•under me- and laid her head oil my throat arid shOlild(!rs . Herhands
were
pillo~. lwalk~d into the baihrootiiari& aroundmYJi~~kiindShe:p~lled
.. iOcil' sunu:ner breeze brougl)tin the closer. to her>
..
sweet smell of.the apple tree ou\sld,e she 100\.Cec(uPand she)ooked
~o
th~ ~vindow: i mmed the~aier9nim:aiimqc~nt ;Vith her ' hair ""ef and the

.. .' . . .

ies . UMR 's Co- op Program is almost
Dr. David Barr, Geological Engi. 37 years old. This makes UMR 'sco-op neering
program one of the largest and oldest
Dr. Richard Hagni, Geology/Geo.
programs in Midwest.
physics
Faculty Honored:
Dr. Bruce Selberg, Aerospace
Dr. August Garver, Math
Engineering
Dr. Virgil Flanigan, Mechanical
Dr. Robert More, Ceramic EngiEngineering
neering
Dr. Don Askeland, Metallurgical
Dr. Neil Book, Chemical Engi. Engineering
neering
Dr. John Wilson, Mining EngiDr. James O. Stoffer, Chemistry
Dr. Paul R. Munger, Civil Engi- neering
Dr. Al Bolon, Nuclear Engineerneering
ing
Dr. Leonard Koederitz , Petro\eum
Engineering
Dr. Ralph Alexander, Physics

.

.me

&~I"tr.!~!~lll

The program also included presentations form two UMR co- op students;
Brad Nelson, and Mary Strouse. Brad
: ' will graduate this May with a B.S.
degree in Computer Science. He
"cooped" and accepted a permanent
job offer from Monsanto. Mary
Strouse will also graduate with a B.S.
degree in Engineering Management
this May. She "co-oped" with, and
accepted a permanent job offer with
General Electric.
Dr. Mariano Trujillo, Director of
Career Placement and Co-op Training,
said, " UMR co-op advisors provide
academic advisement, develop learnDr. Ralph Alexander (left), Physics chairman, receives a
ing objectives with the co-op students
certificate of appreciation from Interim Vice Chancellor of
and assess the co-op experience. The
Academic Affairs, Dr. Glenn Haddock.
University 's Co-op Program would
Dr. Thomas Baird, Computer Sci- simply not exist if it were not for the
With the assistance of co·op advidepartmen t co-op advisors. I am desors, the program has grown to what it ence
Dr. David Cunningh am, Electrical lighted to participate in the long over. is today. Currently, 400 students are
due recognition and appreciation of
employed with 126 companies in the Engineering
Midwest and nation-wi de . UMR stuDr. Jerry Greenway , Engineering our faculty who have served our students.and our university as co-op advidents represent in 26 states and 85 cit- Managem ent
50rs

,
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Clint Eastwood returns to the big screen in his upcoming west
ern, " Unforgiven"

Un forgiven
Warner Bros.
Clint Eastwood , Morgan Freeman,
Gene Hackman and Richard Harris
'star in a stark drama about life in the
American West of the last century.
Eastwood also produces and direc ts.
Clint Eastwood , whose dramatic
portrayals have come to embody the
essence of rugged American individualism, brings another ch~pter of West em history to the screen in this spare,
gripping story of a man caught between a promise and a quest for venge·
ance.
As William Munny, Eastwood
plays a widowed farmer with a past. A
former outlaw and killer, Munny has
promised his wife to changer his ways,
I
;~
and even after her death, he ekes out a
{.
Warner Bro •.
meager but honest living farming the Clint Eastwood takes on the familiar role of cowboy-gunprairie.
figl1ter as William Munny in "Unforg iven".
Then .,is past confronts him, as
_
_
Munny is asked to form a vigilanfe- of ill repute in the town ofB ig
Whisky. Logan (Morgan Freeman) and congroup to avenge ~ assault on a wornan._ l:Ie-.r.ejoins...his formel partner,
Ned ..fronts Big Whi~y's corrupt sheriff

(Gene Hackman) who has brutalized a terization of the quintessential Westbounty hunter (Richard Harris) to dis- ern loner in the long-running televi·
sion series "Rawhide ." From there, he
courage further revenge-seekers.
The unfolding drama will ulti- made the Sergio Leone films "A Fislmately involve a resolution of friend- ful of Dollars," "For a Few Dollars
ship, frontier law and revenge, and More" and "The Good , The Bad and
most terrifying, Ihe transformation of The Ugly ," fusing his image with thaI
of the cowboy-gunfighter. His subseWilliam Munny, unforgiven.
Filmed on location in Alberta, quentfilm s include "Hang ' Em High,"
Canada and Sonora, California , "Un- "Coogan's Bluff," "Where Eagles
forgiven" brings an uncompromising Dare," "Paint Your Wagon," "Two
view of the American West to the Mules for Sister Sarah," " Kelly's
screen. Written by David Webb Heroes" and "The Beguiled."
Following the establishm ent of his
Peoples (co-writer of"B lade Runner";
"Leviatha n"), the film is executive own film production company, Mal- .
produced by David Valdes ("White paso, Eastwood made his directing
Hunter, Black Heart, " "Bird") and debut with " Play Misty For Me." a
thriller in which he also starred. This
associate Produced by Julian Ludwig was followed by the smash
hit "Dirty
("Imagine : John Lennon") .
Harry,"broadening Eastwood 's image
Two-time Academy Award-win- to include a hard-nosed contempo
rary
ner Henry Bumstead ("To Kill a comp and loner. His next film
credits
Mockingb ird ," "The Sting") is the' included "Joe Kidd:' "High
Pains
production designer and Jack Green Drifter," "Magnum force," "Thunder(" Deceived," "Bird" is director of bolt and Lightfoot," "The EigerSanc
.
pholograph¥. ,,,,
.
, _, •
Clint Eastwood began his characSee'Eastwood, page 12
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Albatross Books & More

THE FAR SIDE

w

..

By GARY LARSON

205 E. 4th (1 block East of Poe's Gas)

341-9997

NEW AND USED BOOKS
*SCI-FI *ADVENTURE
*FANTASY
*WESTERNS
*THRILLERS *ROMANCE
*MYSTERY
*CHILDRENS
*NEW AND OLD COMICS
MONDAYS ....WE BUY BOOKS!

(

I

Medi-Value
Pharmacy
Tenth & Pine

For aH your Health & Photo needs
Jumbo Print Special: 20 x 28 only ... $14.95
We now offer fax &
American Express Moneygrams

, Lx)

~~

\~ .

C.

" OK, McFadden .... So that's the way you wanna play."

"So please welcome our keynote speaker, Professor
Melvin Fenwick - the man who, back in 1952, first
coined the now common phrase: 'Fools! I'll destroy
them all!'"

Phone 364-7077

PIZZA PALACE

tf

Real Italian Pizza
122 W. 8th St.
Open 7 Days a week
t t :00 AM • 2:00 AM·Frl & Sat

t t :00 AM • midnight Sun • Thur

Call For Delivery
or Take Out

364-2669 or 364-9878
Salads Sandwiches Pasta
5% Beer on Sunday
SPECIALITtES
Gyros Souvlaki Steak

"Mom! We were all singing 'She'll Be Comin' Around
the Mountain ; but Randy won't stop with the 'whack,
whack' part!"

Fly dates
Dog previeWs ' • " • •

"Sorry·to bother you, sir, but. there's another
salesman out here - you want me to tell him to go
to heaven? "
....
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. ' , Bruno's . ..
,

-

....

.

Banquet Facilities Available
Men's Night - Wednesday
Ladies' Night - Thursday
I
9:30 - 1:00
I
341-2110
2001 ."orum D~
YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT...

BJJmIRl:~E' 3~6

215 WEST 8th STREET

P.o. BOX 832
ROlLA. MISSOURI 65401

so,

st

FOR HELP
.
DURING UM'LANNED PREGNANCY
FREe PREGNANCY TESTING

NEW EARl YDETECTION METHOO

f~1

.Jj.

oy

"""i

!

SCIENCE FICllON • FANTA.:iY
COMICS • GAMES

\)

I

•

1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

""

--

e;."J~IQr:la
We Deliver

. "THIS IS GReAI.~ ..
rCAAl£,leH~e

ALf.. I7A'f IN Mt,l
FOO/':) BOW"!

11 am · 8pm
Daily Specials

und

819 Pine

ack.

364-3395

CAP AND GOWN
INFORMATION
Students receiving masters and bachelors
degrees may purchase their cap and gown at the
UMR Bookstore anytime between 8:30-4:30
starting May 7. Masters and bachelors attire do
not need to be ordered in advance.
Cap and gown orders for faculty, staff, and PhD
students must be ordered immediately--no later
than Tuesday, May 12th.

~~,~~~ : ~
~~

~~

The UMR Bookstore will be open on Saturday,
May 16th from 9:30 A.M . to 4:30 P.M.

Pa,ge 10
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Miscellaneous

Verr,

Everyt hing-

lbanks! You a~ an awesome chapter gover-

Tim, Shelly, and Greg,

Pizza ..... mmmm .... Wanna earn it ?

to hide?

For Rent:3 blocks from UMR (comer 12th &.

Sigma

refrig; electric heat. Rent: S 180.00 APT B (Street

Angie

Zeta has the best housemom everl Zeta lovcs

You guyes art the best little brothers!!!

you Doris!!!

Loyc

W.Hc.·in level;

YBS

Dr. Lj

To a ll the tower contestants,

Get cutta ' my life & into hard livin',

$lOve; refrigcntor; ce il ing Cons; electric heat Apt

Good Luck!

Goodbye to the gl'1lduating Zeta hous eboys,

FrOm a fonner Bridge contestant

From Zurich with l ove

C 1106 Cedar Ren. S24ll.00. Call Mr.. Genner 1638·8374

ZlAM,

pies .... Ywn! Yum!

Chris S., Steve.., Doue. Chris r, Dan,

_

Deeb«

Kev,
Crab rulgoon, KFC biscuits and hush pup-

level) 1106 Cedar Call 1-638-8374 Mr.. Genner

Olive). 2-bedroom apartment.

Congratulations on Panhel bakey rtp of the
year! You're an awesome Zeta, friend & purse!

Omega

Olive).2.· bedroom efficiency, ceiling fans; stove;

For Rent;3 blocks from UMR (com er 12th &.

Julie 0 ..

I'm going to feci so deserted. Where: willI go

We hope you had an awesome semester! It
wouldn't have been the same without you guys ..

Dear Mr, Burk,

You're all greatl We liked the 1st annual house

Just thought you ought to know Erin's room-

}'or Rent (junellAua. 1)(1) 4-5 B.R. 2 bath I.r.

mate knows how to use an mig, & is a qualified

boy awards. You can sure keep us laughi ng! Zeta

kitchen, washer &. dryer. S360 (2) 3 rooms for 3

expe rt on grenades . Have a nice day

lovcs their houseboys! They're #1 !I

II
Ca.s.sanova,

walking distance to UMR. (3) 4-5 B.R. 2 bath l.r.
kitchen wash er & dryer S425 at 811 Orchard

Remember Bee Iuan Park? Adarkevening .. .. ,

Phil, Frand & nave

A grassy knolL .. We barely escaped the cop'

You guys are the g~atest Thanks for the

Drive. Call 364--6094

Jtnk

xo

students, $70+ 1{3 utilities at 1019W. 14st, within

headlights " .... Wanna do it again?

flowers!
Reserve a partment now ror summer a nd next

Cassabi\'a Sciyt

YES

fall, S200 deposit will hold apartment fo r Iun,e,
July, or August Very large energy-efficient twobedroom apartments on wooded setting with private swimming pool. All appliance, water j n-

Kempfer

Joe,

Have you run into any 15 yea rs olds who

You'ra great new little brother even if you dl

think you have a cute .. .

eluded. wId hookups, will rent wId if available ,
Low utility bills- central a ir & heat. Please call
364·7895.

only have one eyebrow.
Julie

To allihe Ph i Kap Rollerskallng fools:

Chad,
~,

We sure had a lot of fun , let's do it again

KIm,

somethime
Apartment for Rent:· 2 ~drooms - I bathroom

len, Julie,

• Large kitchen· large living room· back deck

& Kate

Location: 1701 N. Pine st. (between Lambda Cl1 i
Alpha and Oli Omega).Onl y available for swnmer 1992. For mor e Informallon caJi C lay ton

Honkee,

Hey Houseboys,

ZlAM,

364·8968.

Yard SaJes: Graduating college students' yard

You' re #1, Have an awesome summer,

Deena
H ar r y,

SLU

semester's choice?

only be 2 hours, not 4. Besides, I'm going to neel

Shelly, Shelly, B~B<lIy,

Mis!

Sally
Deener-

It was meant to be 'Bharat' , not Bnn.

~"'I!

vorite tutor. I love you!

Right back at YOU, Babe!

Newspaper man:

TIm,

Please come visit me - This summer it will.

Congratulations!! I'll miss you.
(p.s. it better be a girl)

help with circuits and thenno and you' rr my fa

Renne,

Beener

&. white TV, dishes, small appliances, elothes,

items to start a house or apartment with. Cash only

ZLAM,

Cl1ip, Bhar1lt, Chad, Kim , Jim and Zarina

sale: 101 E. 16thst (Comer of 16th & Elm)onMay

christmas decorations, wall hangings. Many great

Iblttgu

Hey Zetas,

The Zclas

Did gwain have anything to do with next '

From Erik, Phil, Mike Darren, Jenifer, Brucy

couch & chair set, smaller pieces of funiture , black

Th<

Julie

p,nyI J

You are the bestest family ever!

Harry,

Congratulallon> &b,
Gr1lduation is almost here,

9th fonn 9 :00am to 4:00 pm . Big items include:

Amu,

ZlAM

Renee, Karen, & C hrls,

lllanks for the awards. We love you!

Lisa

For SaJe: Solar Carl..ow mileage , runs great.

Lool

out for those craucs or you might end up like me .

Really .

HInes or Tony Fussner at Trla ngJe Fraternity,

Call Rick "341·88 71

You're an awe-some running buddy.

Michael Venegonl

Kevin Burkett hammers out bass lines during Greek Week
bar night at Top Hat.

H..

We ' ll miss you. Don 't forget to visit often!

Chery..

promist,

ZlAM

I love you more than words can say. I'll miss
you very much when I move to Michigan . Who

YLS

Bob,

I sure will miss you at meal tUnc. Keep in

For sale: Dining room table & 5 chairs S30. book

knows, maybe your birthday present will makeup

case SIO, enair S5, end table S5 . 2 dressers SIO

for all the time we ' re apart.

Karen & Chrl5,

touch and good luck. (Wanna stuff your friend in

I may be an alumna, but I won ' t be too rar

the trunk again this summer and go to the I- 70?)

each, 2 twin beds S 15 each . Call Erick at 364-

Love,

away. Come see me and fIll me in on all your

Winner of the Best back rubs for Bob Award

Erik

4 154.

activities.

--

ZlAM

Personals

If you don 't like it here in Rolla , go home to

Phi Kappa Thela,
Thanks for the great semester! You gu ys are

itIr,

C hrl, (#44)),
~

Theutas

A prize Stud ent

ConIJ\lu

U.sa Sm.,

We love you and we ' ll miss you!

Zurich

the best.

Deena

To all the houseboys who are lea\'lng us, (Bob &

Hey, Dr. L,

l'Ilrjob,

Thanks for helping me with my H.D> last

""",u

week.
From the
Omega Sigma pres.

ZlAM
Angle 8.,

Zeta Pled2H are COOL!

Ren&StlmpYi

Zeta ALUMNI a r e COOL!

ban a, ill inois!

Deena B.

No usc crying onr s pit mitochondria at ur-

Grea t job on booth I
Dutch Boy,
Lico ,

ARB,

Thanks fo r the good lime last weekend . Too

Ph ildo

You r sisters
bad we didn' t get to hea r "buue t the blue sky. "

Is thi s enough?!?

Zeta.s are COOL!

Ziam

Sweetie,
Choryl
Be lated congrats on your rock !!

"llbur,

So, how

many days until graduation ?

hi know what boys like. I know wha t guys
wane"

YES
Digg er

Hey Deena C,

Urbana is still far away, but it's better than San
Diego!

Lico,

DCB

I'm gonna mi ss you this summer!

l'la rry,

I hope you ' re feeling better!

CongralUlations on summa-squared!!

You' re so smart. I ' ll reall y miss your... br1linl
Love,
Sall y

Homey,

ZlAM,

How's this for token fri~nds

. Squinty
:.
'r
Uld Krusty

Deena B,

-

"
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"

"
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Everything

Kelru.

..... Pink! lo\'e, adminer of everything

Hey Danish,

D named my brinny after you. She watches

Mary,

Julie wants you for breakfast

over me every day. If only you could.
Zeta loves Doris I!!!!!

Bruce,

temood" mean again?

Owner of Shannon

Love,

Schmegma,

k'y"PO!~,

endlPlJrsel

ZlI~~

I made it. 5 years ... I'm outta here: Thanks for

What do we get to produce now?

time when I didn't know you. I can't imagines a

Your secretary

tm"'<rllt

I will miss you.

Carlos J., Consaco S, .... etc. Been a great year!
Good luck in your new job. I'll miss you.

ZLAM
Deb

ghlnglZtll

Have a great swnmer. Beha\'e yourself.

r know you are

demonstrates being a mature role model, then J'n

YES

T.1. Resident

Love you!!

you!
Love always,

ZLAM

Sally

Dee

Brooke D.
You are NOT a mature R.A. Grow up!!!
Fellow R.A .

See Classifieds, page 12

\Vendl,

ZLAM

I.think. you are the most incredible female on

Deb

this campus! It' s too bad we hadn't met sometim

usabi,'.Sciyt

collegiate camouflage

before
Phi Kappa Theta

An Adminer

Have a great summer! Miss mel!
Love & Miss ya

Cagey

Little Deb

I want to stare at you all night till my eyeballs '
fall out then dive real fast.

Julie

Remember me?

I hope you have a great summer. I will miss

you and know I'll be thinking of you often in the

the est!!

ptdl\,.,p,

Chad,

Saggy

Flounder is attackingl

A M U C K R A

R S

L

E

G R E E M L

L

A T A

E

0

N U B K N 0

I

R E 0 T A P

I

K C U A G L E

T

Debbie

buddy. tool

id IJplikc me.
ZL~M

Julie

Delta Sigma Theta Sororit·y, Jne and the
voices of impiration gospel choir are holding a

Amez,

NAACp 'membership t rive on the hockey puck

The ''L'' word. ... The "M" word. ... The mini·

everybody come out and support the NAACP!

Partyl July! All of Julyli U-City!1

summer.

Hermlt~

Tim,
Missmel Only one week left. U·City)uly, B
there!!

Prof. Ho

Erica
Help! I've lost my desk!

ZLAM

D

SIlly

N E W T A

K C U 0

R T F E L M R L

E T N E T

L

K R A. S

C N U E

E y

E

0

S

L

Beagle & Ople

promise.

Z[A.li

Lo\'e & Miss you

YL5

E

F

I

C B M M T E K

U S

S

N

Bear

The A.E. Depl.

Love ya,
Jan· As

Mark

A fellow Nude

You're the greatest big sis. Th anks for every-

House D mascot ,
1987-89

YLSII

Congratulations! Not only on graduation and

Con

What you did was wrong ... Grow up you

staffi!!
Fellow TJ R.A.s

sister right from the start
ZLAM forever,
Elizabeth

Elizabeth

T!mR..
You blew it guy!!! You call yourselfamature

Beth

I

R.A.?? Gee, I 'm impressed that you are my rol.
I am gonna miss you so muchl Good luck

Ir. . .. -! ~! !!! Grow up and smell the coffee.

with paul and Japan! I love you!

<;aIey
So is there a chance J could ever be Saggy?

Fellow R.A.s
Zeta Love

P,

HeyFrtd
Hey Lambda's be prepared to party real hard be-en ,

Thanks for the f]OWetl

"..-0: this makes it. Sorry it isn't sooner. It
t ~ cmester.

I love you.

,':)~ .

W

G L

R X T 0

E 0

C N P M L P 0 L E I

M T

C I

0

I

Thank you so much for making me feel like a

[ric. 0., Lissy, & Kim

I'm glad I was part of your family. Love y'all

T N T B I

W N H
I

K I

0

A G S

M N P

E A N U L

0

W H B M A S

S

H T

E L

T

0

I

C N U T 0 V
L

L

0

C L A R E B I

L

Y B B 0

R A P

T I

TJ R.A.s

guys ... We are embarrassed to be a part oftheT.1.

Zela

Love you,

0

Why don't. you all just grow up!

ZLAM

accomplishing for yourself.

N

H W R A

To the In\'oIunlary listeners and Dr. N

thing.

JelT.

YOU! job, but also on everything else you're

L

I want you. I must for you. Fission me.

Lissy,

Haven't heard that one in a while, ch?

I

Love,

.

You guys study too much! Stop it, Ok? l

Your daughter

L

R S A E N G A 0

wait until next year!

-

S

If you think we screwed you over this time,

Your roomie

A n n~

I

U M E T L

Eric

He won't touch here Daddy I promise .... I

-

R X I

divine than the awesome cubic spline.

Love

o\isitoftenl

A

and Lagrange;

They're all a bit strange. But nothing's rno;

goingtonetl

0

R S

Deb

Newtoo,

)'oll'rrmyfa

t~

Join Now !!

Love

IIMIcr il will.

B X A P M U W G U

may 4-8 from lOa.rn. - 2 p.m. everyday. Please,

ature guillotine ... Think about it!

R.A~

Debbie

glad to be,just a RESIDEl\rr.

Debby.

leaving behind. You'll be greatly missed. I love

see everyone. I'll miss you this summer. You ' r.

Quad

recent behavior, regarding the R.A. Banquet,

atmosphere and you'll have all new choices to

I hope moving in the Howie makes it easier to

coming from department. We are disappointed!!

You call yourself a role model ???? If you

Dee

going on to an entirely new

next twelve months.

N•

ate behavior. Don't blow it for the QUAD R.A.
who like their jobs and appreciate the efforts

Harry,

Janice,

ulr'cning.

responsibility for their insensitive and ;nappropri-

YES
Gina T.

select from just please don't forget those you're

1JI!!1J11bc\lSe

II

Love,
Zbabe

Tim.

dess, Zta, S!ring day, Phi Kappa Theta, Felix,

You owe James , Quad R.A.s, and the department an apology. It' s about time TJ R.A.s tak,

final s.

Sleph

Daddy, Gootcht, turbo, bunny, Dal'e, God·

1J\ YOIl gll)'S ~

David,

God's speed._.

Dee,

' h...,i>oy"

TJ R.A.s

StacyW.,
Miss you this semester! Good luck with the

time I'll ever forget you. I love you.

Angie

-

Dee

being a prt of every minute. 1've never known a

What do we produce next boss Huh ? Huh?

Peggy

rejected you were thi s semester.

Keku

KG Productions·

Tan

ZLAM,

I Know we'll you'll miss me. Remember how
I know you uo!

I 'll miss you next semeste r!

You're the coolest roomi e! What does "sis·

Mopar

this swnmer cuz the girls arc .
·1.

-

--

Can you find the hidden government terms?
--BUNDESRAT
CABINET
DESPOTISM
DETENTE
ELECT
HOME RULE
!(NESSET
KREMLIN
LEFT WING
LIBERAL
LOBBY

LOGROLLING
MANDATE
MARXIST
MUCKRAKE
MUGWUMP
NEW DEAL
POLITICS
RED TAPE
TORY
UNCLE SAM
WHIP

Solutions on page 12
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from page 11
circa a little later '92

cira F.II'9 1

ADH

nus, that. ... & the other... (Thanks for the

"Relationships? Yuch! No wayl -- Handy

othed)
Me

Elizabeth,

"a study break? Sounds greal! " -

I

ZLAM

"... a date? Saturday night? Okay."--

Amy,
You are the best roomie ever! Gonna miss
you next year!
Love,

Cbristy

circa Spring '92
"boyfriend? What boyfriend?" .. Handy

Handy

circa early Spring '92
"another date? All right. " -. Handy

Na-na na·na na na, Handy's got a boyfriend!

Love inAaf,

SUmpy& Ren,

JeMY

I salute you -

At

Schwing!

--~--~

HeyT"). R,A"

YLS

So that's how it works, if you want something

Chrissy,
Clean this m~ upl

Chrbsy,

WHINE like BABIES. Hey at firs,t, I was disapI

ZLAM

pointed that I wasn't chosen to be an R. A.l1

Your roomie

TItink again, I'm very glad NOT to be apart ofT J

Can 't wait till you're back in house! You're
thebestl

staff or their immature stunts.

p.s. Just jokin'!!

Love in KD.

SU5IUI S.
Cover your what 1!1

UMR

_---"T"'"'--.-----..

You are the greatest! A big thanks.

miss you next yearll keep in touch.

circa Spring '92
"shack? SOWlds great!" ·· Handy

circa Winter '92

Ben

You've been an awesome pledge sister. We ' ll

A rejected R.A. ~didate

YBS
Debbie,

Leigh Ann,

K. Shannon

You are the greatest! G Vou,

congrats on becoming a pledge. Get psyched

Don't think .... just pitch .... Oh my .... and I like

. Dee

for initiation I

deep , soft,

warm. wet kisses that last 3 days.....

C.S. Jenny

Sound familiar?

Farrar guys on the 2nd noor,
I will miss you next semester!

BUD,

Owner

ZLAM

I love you

or Cirque du SollelT~ch

Eclipsel

me more....

Gootchie

OCSGTG

F.

Me,

Your student
CuzP.

I will miss you next semester

You are awesome! Infmity factorial!

4 In. years girl • where's the time gone?
Msister

Me2

love ya to death. Keep the faith and I'm always

Seven in a row? NOT!!

C,

You're been my best friend through everything. I

here for you. lowe you my life. I salute you.

You are the best roomie I could ever have

CuzP.

asked for. Always remember: StnlWS (and other

Chrlsthe,

chewables); no bacon (the we do need our ROA of

Tomyasesome big sis! Haveagreatsurruner.

fat): those damn vibes (l'll never believe theml) ;

ZLAM

and hopes that the walls don't have ears! Here's to

Deena

an even more .;esome year next year!

ZLZM
C

I more semester! Have ftm & make it your

best. Carry on the cousin tra~tionl

Pud

Gore,

Fudel,

Go home, Mooch!!
Crusher and Java

We're gonna miss you next semester when
you move out of house. NOTI
Triangle

Amber,
To the bestBBSI Good luck inNew Orleansl

ZLAM

Eastwood

Pone,

from page 7

Deena

Experience

Camille
You' re been a great roomie· through think"\

thin. Thanks !or everything. GoOd iuck with

MHTD, KF, AF and life. Off we go ....
Sleph

from page 7
lion ," "The Outlaw Josey Wales,"
"The Enforcer" and "The Gauntlet."
Eastwood expanded his repertoire
to include comedy wilh "every Which

lion," "Reds," "Young Frankenslein,"
"A Bridge Too Far," "Supennan,"
"Supemlan 11," "Under Fire," "Twice
in a Lifelime," "Hoosiers," "SuperWay But Loose," followed by "Escape man IV," "Now Way Out," "Anolher
From Alcatraz," "Bronco Billy,"" Any Woman," "Bal 21," "Mississippi
Which Way You Can," "Firefox," Burning," "The Package," "Narrow
"Honkytonk Man," "Sudden lmpacl," Margin," "Postcards fonn Ihe Edge"
"Tightrope," "City Heal," "Pale ' and "Class A~tion."
Morgan Freeman, twice OscarRider," " Heartbreak Ridge," "The
Dead 'Pool," his crilically acclaimed nominaled, for "Streel Smart" and
direction of "Bird," " Pink C~dillac ," "Driving Miss Daisy," numbers
"WhiteHunte~, BlackHearl"and ;'The among his crilically and popularly
praised film credits "Lean On Me,"
Rookie."
Gene Hackman has been rewarded "Clean and Sober," "Johnny Handfor his diverse and expert characterizations on film wilh an Academy some ," "Glory," "The Bonfire of Ihe
Award for Best AClor for "The French Vanilies," "Robin Hood: Prince of
Connection" in 1971, as well as nu- Thieves" and "The Power of One."
Richard Harris was nominaled lasl
merous Oscar nominalions, Ihe mosl
recent f which was for his work in year for an Oscar for his perfonnance
in "The Field." His eXlensive film
"Mississippi Burning,"
Hackman made his screen debut in credits include "This Sporting Life,"
"Lililh," followed by an Oscar-nomi- "Mack the Knife," "The Wild Geese,"
naled perfonnance in "Bonnie and "Gulliver's Travels," "The Cassandra
Clyde," His numerous olher credits Crossing," "Orca, The Killer Whale,"
include "Hawaii," "Downhill Racer," "Robin and Marion," " A Man Called
"I Never Sang for My Falher" (w!\ich Horse," "The Return of A Man Called
earned him anolher Academy Award Horse," "Juggernaut," "B loom field"
nomination), "The Hunting Party," (which he also directed), "Man in Ihe
"Prime Cut," "The Poseidon Adven- Wilderness." "Cromwell" and "The
ture." "Scarecrow," uThe Conversa- Molly McGuires," among others.

off, slowly, laking my time over ~ach
part of her, body, testing Ihe dryness
with a gentle kiss. I picked her up and
walked out to Ihe bed, nOling that Ihe
apple tree smelled sweeter. I laid her
down soflly and I lowered myself ~Iop
her. I pulled a strand of her hair back
from her face and traced her forehead
with my lips, tracing down to her nose
and eyes. I pulled back and looked at
her beautiful face and came closer, as
I did her eyes closed and I kisse~ her
and we be~ame one again,
She opened her moulh to draw
breath and I pUI in my longue. Her
longue danced wilh mine as my
rhythm picked up , Her hands grabbed
my at my neck and back as I felt Ihe
flIst of many waves of ecstasy lake her
into Ihe world of love and pleasure.
Her eyes grew wide and a moan grew
in her throat. The tingling in my body
slarted and I slowed down wanling Ihe
feeling to lasl as long as possible. She
grabbed my back and pulled me htto
her deeper and her breath again drew in
sharply. I began my love dance again
and almost instanlly she felt the next
wave. We were bolh in Ihe same ocean
of pleasure, being swept away by the
same lidal wave of love,
We slept in each olhers anns,

TlmT,

arpund. If you are going to leave the room, do us

Gre

So do you really want to fInd out if she's best
that loiro' feeling? .....

all a favor and SLay outll!1

Se~nadee

ME 213
..

I.

I

Cassanova .

Everyone;

AbOut a quiet night, you & 1.. ..

Read the letter "HeU·Jtosis" in this issue. It':

Cassanova Scout

AlIh
isbarely
betn so

In~1hing
lI}sstill

conclus

a must.

erSOUI

The person who sits next to you

Solutions

TimeT,
You big moron, keep your damn hands off the
legos!!!

ME213
Tvavls, Janice, Austin, Jenna, Rick, Jena,
Steve, Trlcla, Scott, Tim

Your Fearless leader

lei
League

from page 11

The

Jays ar"

Ihisdivi
for lhis
A1omar.

Break it down and kick it just like that!
\ ~.

Cenlage

hi~, and

Defensiv
elTOrin

Bobbybob,

:'

numbers

RBI's ,
bases, a

Will mis you guys!

Tina & Susan,

.M,

Kaul& Scott

Stop getting up in class and wandering

~

TIt

Teri S
House
nindo
in Ihe
lhal5;
lhe1hiJ
had3R
Ihreeg
season
averag!
MoslV

Squinty

",a

You guys are awesom.e . •Thanks ·forthe hard
work and long hours thi... p ~t week: _~\

Nip

The

Yankees
Blue Jay
lerfielde

KellY,an
hiu,and

!he Yan

"ason,

We,am$a;ay, May 6,1992

Lcn·C iflAOT.

M-Club

Jcl'llly

S po rt s
Softball season w raps up

Athlet e of the Week
By Chris Merris
STAFF WRITER

Q"llIlSOmc'\hioa

.Ilp .... Os.p-

Ob' lD R. A.1!

The 1992 Softball Season ended
last weekend with the conference tournament held in Shawnee, KS. The
Lady Miners entered looking to fmish
.over .500 for the fourth straight year.
In this conference tournament the
Lady Miners fmished fifth out of 112
and ended with a 24-24 record just shy
of the winning goal.

tobe'PlrtofTJ

~ my·_to! lIii'

1.. 3<1»,_.
Solllldfamilitr1

Yourdudent

By Kerry Kimmel
STAFF WRITER

Ihe time &onc?

This week's Athlete of the Week is
Teri Schofield. Teri, a senior from
House Springs, recently went five for
nine for the Lady Miner softball team
in the conference tournament. With
that .556 average for the week, Teri,
the third baseman for the team, also
had 3 RBI's, one run, and one double in
three games. Teri also finished the
season with the team's highest batting
average and was chosen as the team's
Most Valuable Player.
.

~ "<r)1hinI . 1

Itodl'mlhVl)'S
iSlllllt )'01l.

CuzP.

&:maic ilYOO1

.1
Pud

out ifshc'sbesl

,

-

-

usanoVlSeoUI

Great starts highlight early season
By A.T,GooD
STAFF WRITER
Although the 1992 baseball season
is barely underway, there have already
been sOl]1e players that have been
nothing less than outstanding. I·realize
it is still way too early to come to any
conclusions, but there are a few players out there that are putting up some
numbers worth noticing . .
Let us start in the American
League East:
The league leading Toronto Blue
Jays are a good pick to run away with
this division. One of the mjlj or rc:asons
for this is 24 year old second Roberto
Alomar. In 25 games, Alomar has 19
RBI's, 3rd in the league , 8 stolen
bases, also 3rd. a .486 slugging percentage, a .451 on base percentage, 37
hits, and has already scored 21 runs.
Defensively, he has committed one
error in 51 chances.
The overachieving New York
Yankees are keeping pace with the
Blue Jays, thanks in large part to a centerfielder by the name af Roberto
Kelly, and his .341 batting average, 30
hits, and 17 runs scored. Of all the runs
the Yankees have scored so far this
season, JS:elly h!ls been involve~ ill

it 3-0. Northeast scored two in the
fourth land the game ended 3-2.
The season ended in a 3-1 defeat
the hands of , Washburn, the Lady's

. The frrst game was a 6-5 loss to
Central Missouri State University
whom the Lady Miners had yet to face
due to rain. They got down 2-0 in the
second and came back with a run in the
fifth when Keen walked and B ackues
reached on a fielder's choice, Rogado
singled and Schofield singled scoring
one. In the top of the 7th CMSU scored
four runs to make it 6-1, but the Miners staged a comeback that fell short
scoring four runs on a single by Keen
Ellie Hudson, voted the Lady Miner's best offenslv ;player, In
who left for a pinch runner Watkins,
action
Backues singled and Rogado reached
·on an error. Schofield singled and
'Risher reached on the fielders choice. In the 'second
K:ing walked' and· K'Cen
mustered only the frrst.inning run in·a
l1;e next two grounded out ending the sacrificed. Rogado
singled and Schofdisappointing end to an up and down
game 6-5.
ield doubled, scoring two which made
season.

Major League upd ate·
go....

The next game was against Northeast. The Miners scored one in the first
on a walk and a stolen base by Risher,
she advanced to third and later scored.

56% of them. And remember, centerfield is no piece of cake either.
In the West, the resurging A's have
come back this year and so has first
baseman Mark McGwire . After a sub
.200 season last year, McGwire has rebounded to hit .342 with 13 home runs
in 25 games. He already has half his
home run total of his entire lastseason.
In the National League, the Padres
have started strong this season. This i~
very out of character for this team
Everv year, the Padres start slowly ani
tear up the league after the all-star
break. If Fred McGriff keeps hitting
like he is, he won't have an all-star
break. Hitting, .283, McGriff is leading the National League in home runs
and RBI's. He has also scored 17 runs
while leading his team to a first place
tie in their division.
In the National League East, guess
what. Barry Bonds is tearing up the
league again. With a .300 average, 7
homeruns, and 17 RBI's Barry is silencing the critics who said Bobby
Bonilla was the offensive lifeblood of
this team . Bonds' Pirates are running
away with the East, while .267 hitting
Bonilla1!pMets are mired at .500.
Thosexare th~ ,leaders early in the
season, some great seasons are under~ay, we will see if they keep it up:.. _

The team awards were given and
Teri Schofield was lI8IJled MVP as
well as Best Defensive. The best offensive player was Ellie Hudson. The
Divisional awards came out as third
baseman Teri Schofield was first team
all-division and AII- conference. Ellie
Hudson was First Team All-Division
and conference atfrrst base. Jen Crede
was secona all- conference and frrst
all-Division. In addition, Christy
Cheeley was all-division as a utility
player.
As the team looks forward to next
season Coach Burwell has been hard at
work recruiting, four have already
signed letters of intent in November.
The goal is to sign 2 more as well as acquiring four walk-ons. I wish all the
best until next year, we will wait and
see.

With a solid nucleus assembled for
next year's season, the Lady Miners
softball squad can only look forward to
bigger and better things in the" 1992
season. The returning starters from
this year's' very respectable team give
coach Burwell and the rest of the squad
alot to look forward to. UMR has alot
to be proud of in these girls.

Why not stay a little while
T,he prob lem with early departure in colle ge spor ts
system for football and basketball.
High school kids are going to big name
c~lleges like UCLA and Notre Dame
just so they ·have a better chance of
getting drafted; They major in such
cheesy things as underwater basket
weaving, pottery made simple, and my
:
; "'-"~" - '-~
.
.~.
.
~::\
~

ride sch91arships a year for each sport.
If that universities graduation rate
goes up or improves they will be allowed more scholarships. There could
There is a trend in college sports
also be an NCAA rule that only allows
these days., namely football and bascollege students who are receiving a
ketball, to forgo one ' s remaining years
degree to be eligible for the draft. The
of amateur eligibility and go straight
colleges could use the extra s~holarto the NFL or the NBA, withoutgraduship money to pay the way for more
ating. This is a trend that has only been
deserving or more needy students.
g e1ting worse and worse each year and
'Ihis is a problem that I see to be
does not promise to get any better.
t V
getting worse and worse. The NBA
One of the main reasons for this
~
andNFLs houldlook into getting some
problem has to do with skyrocketing
sort of minor league system that they
salaries that college players arereceivcan pull players from. That way if a
ing straignt out of school. College
high school student wants to play a
freshmen and sophomores see what
professional sport, but doesn' t want to
the pro te~s are paying rookies and
study, they can go straight from high
they figure why should they stay in
school to the minor league, thereby
sch~1 when they can do the same
opening up more scholarship money
thing and get paid millions for it? First
' for academic all-Americans, not just
of all, there should be a salary cap for
athletic all-Americans. Major league
all contracts paid to rookies,. That cap
baseball has quite an e!'tensive minor
should get smaller for each year that a
\ league system and college baseball
student comes out early. Say a gradu. ioes not have quite the graduation
""n g senior's salary cap is S200,OOO
!
...
, __.,~. J )Toblem that football and basketball
~c:.~ ;f the student comes out as a junior favorite-- general studies.
These big lave. The bottom line is that these 19
it :. ~ .. ; down to S I 00,000 and so on. universities make it worse by
offering and ,20 year olds see dollar signs, not
T . ;hould deter some underclass- the high school athlete thousands
of mortar boards and tassles. This is a
me ., .' " m going pro early.
dollars in scholarships. They are just problem that should be solved
before
-,ther problem with underclass- contributing to the problem. A way to
it destroys all college sports lIIl.d ev.enmen k ·,Ii!! pro is that they are using the solve this problem is that> ~niversitie
s tually . the university system as a
_univer > . ~) sys!em as a minor lea.:g:..u_e_::sh::o:.:u::.ld"-=o.:.:n",,IY:.:be::...:....::.al::.lo::.,w....:.:ed_abo_u_t
_t_en_fu_l_I-_...!w!.!h.,o"I"'e.~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:--'
By Bob Lang
STAFF WRITER
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Jeff

[

from page 3

------------------------------------ ---going to be repealed. It is just not that
simple. Also, keep in mind that there
are blacks in political positions along
with whites. You also proclaim that
"Blak" .men and women must take
"'hat is rightfully theirs . Would you
mind telling us what is it that is rightfully your? You stated this in regard
to freedom, but you already HAVE
freedom.
Once again, I would like to reiterate that you use unsupported labels and
disparaging remarks about whites.
This practice greatly detracts from the
effectiveness of getting your point (if
you have one) across. For example, referring to whites as "robbing, raping,
and murdering animals" does not
make your opinion any more acceptable. If you can label an entire race
. because some white people have
robbed, raped, and murdered, couldn't
the same be said of blacks? I, then,
could just as easily say that blacks are
a bunch of car-stealing, drug-dealing ,
loud-mouthed, coke- heads, couldn't
I? Sure, some blacks .are exactlY- as I
described, but the entire race need not
be deemed as such.
I also noticed that on top of your
use of frequent name calling, you seem
to think that tossing a few "damn's and
. "to hell with' s" really brings your
whole article together. On the Contrary. All else aside, I think it makes
your article a waste of space in an
otherwise decent publication (the
Miner).
There are many blacks on this
campus that have contributed in a
positive way to Back History Month in
February through attractive display,
meaningful facts, and well prepared
and tactfully present opinions. It is sad
that their efforts have to be joined by
your name-calling, fmger-pointing,
swearing, and your incoherent drivel.
You did bring up a prime example
of physical bigotry in the incident with

Rodney Kin g. Police brutality is a sad
thing when its roots are racial prejudice, but you can ' tjusl inlroduce one
occurrence like that and expect the
white race to cower under its "unified"
shame. Don ' t judge me for the crime'
of another man! I would never call
YOU a "murdering animal" just because some black man killed a white
man,norwould I say all blacks deserve
a bullet in the head because one black
cop beat a white man, which is what
you propose for whites.
You mentioned that black gangs
seem to be killing the wrong people,
that they should kill whites instead of
each other. Th~ only place that you
will get you is a nice little jail cell. You
won't be bothering very many people
with your craiy ideas then. You
stated, "Fight for your freedom "cause
they sure can' t stop us if we do." I
don't know what kind of delusions
you are having, but I hope there is no
one else who believes the falsehoods
that you do.
I am .neit a prejudiced ' person. I
have black friends , as well a< white
friends. I found your article offensive,
totally lacking in insight and coherency, and unsupported by any relevant
examples. I know that I am not alone
in thinking your article was an immature and inappropriate attempt to ·support black equality and freedom. I
would like to state clearly that I will
NOT assume that your opinions reflect
those of any other black on this campus or elsewhere, and I will not judge
them on the basis of your article's.
content. Everyone is entitled to theu
own opinion. Your opinion is that you
are a blithering idiot and that you are
talking way more than you can deliver.
I will say again that I am no bigot, but
it is people like you who make it ,easy
to become one!
Signed,
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You arrived on campus unsure of everything except that
you would be faced with finals.You worked hard, made
some of the best friends in your 'life, and now the world is
at your feet. Congratulations, graduates, you've earned it!
And for those of you who will be returning in the Fall,
we look forward to seeing you at our Student Open House.
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Rights
II. The right to special
aid ... (again, everyone had the right to
live in Utopia.)
12. The right to general education
(Stop there and we might be alright.
However, you want this education to
cover MORALS and GOOD MANNERS, FAMILY RIGHTS and RESPONSIBILITIES, KINSHIP groups
and social organization , neighbor'
hoods and boundaries, farming and
marketing, rapid mental calculation,
and FAMILY, CLAN, TRIBAL, and
state histories. (You gona be kidding!
No public school in this country is
going to teach moral s. And to think
family rights over student rights, how
absurd. So the history of the state is
okay, as long as itis politically correct,
but don't try to teach those other histories there; it is cliquish and even racist
if you are not a member of a minority.)
13. The right to apprentice training for a useful vocation . (And what
about the right of the journeyman who
does not want an apprentice? Also,

what
cities
wiIId
theyh

from page 6
who decides what is useful?)
14. The right to an inheritance as
defmed by custom. (Well, the custom
in this country is that if there is anything left after taxes, have at it, but if
you owe, the IRS Gestapo will be
knocking down your door.)
115 . The right to develop one ' s
ability and exercise any developed
skills. (If you are saying that I can do
whatever I can do whenever I can do it,
then I can agree with that.)
16. 16. The right to protect one's
family and kinsmen, even by violent
means if such becomes necessary and
justifiable. (Absolurely! If they are
threatening my kids, Nuke 'em. Is that
a bit extreme? My statement is a little
extreme.)

justly had their child taken by the
court because some busybody or
vengeance seeking enemy has accused
them of child abuse. The parents rights
to due process are suspended in this
case,jnst incase the unfounded allegations tum out to betrue. I think Adolf
Hitler was upstaged by the US courts
on this one. And about "wife", what
about husbands? Al.so, when you say
not even the king (president, government) can violate this one, does that
mean that he (can violate the rest?)
18. The right of a man (what about
a woman?) , even a slave (as you implying that some people have the right
to own slaves?), to rise to occupy the
highest positions in the state if he (she,

maybe) has the requisite ability and
17. The right to protection of moral character. (Not in this country. Money
law in respect to wife and children-a talks!)
right not even the king can violate.
(Now this could open a can of worms!
19. The right to protection and
Ask only spouse who has ever been treatment as a guest in enemy territory
cheated. Ask parents who have un- once within the gates of the enemy ' s

village, town, or city. (I assume you
mean under terms of truce or surrender. And individual doesn't to have the
right for an enemy government to act
in a considerate and civilized (whatever that word means) marmer. It may
b(, an obligation of he enemy government to act in this fashion, but it is not
and individual right. Besides, the side
that wins the war writes the rules and
history.)

Note: Most of the above was written on impulse, gut level stuff. Most of
it does not reflect my views. But like
Uncle Larry, I expect these were the
kind of initial reactions most of us had
to the list of 20 African rights. Hopefully most readers will not take such
extreme views as I have presented.
Maybe some will even get a laugh out
of it (Shoot, we laugh at Al Bundy and
"In Li:o-ing color").

20. The right to an equal share in
It would be nice if most of the
all benefits from common community
undertakings if one has contributed to humans rights that are so much talked
the fullest ex tend of hislher ability, no about were real for the whole world,
matter who or how many were able to but we can't even 'get it right in a
contribute more (Fine, that is all well country like ours.
and good , but for the third time, you
might as well be saying all the people
have the right to live in 1,Jtopia. Sharks
will eat anything, inc)uding each
Besides, :'rights" means a set of
other, and more than a f~'w spec\~s eat privileges AND responsibility given
their young. Oh, bpi I forg gt: we and expected by a particular society,
humans have supposedly risert' above not some idealistic "wishlist" of spethat level. Hmmm)
~,
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People had been given the idea of natorial priJ1)ary campaign addresses
existence of a "ruling class" which to
and advertisements populist social
the credit of American democracy issues are being put forward without
never really existed. In the long run bothering to back those up with nurn :,
the politics of distrust will not be good bers, At presidential campaign level
for the "Republic."
somebody proposes to close and' ~i
Is it possible for the "liberals" to gate the "National Endowment for the
come back to the mainstream when the
Arts." A veteran senator foliows that
word has apparently become such a up with the threats against Public Tele~ -.
liability? I believe it is 'not pnly pos- . vision and Public Radio. All these are
sible but also necessary ..111'eoretically definitely a disturbing trend. What
"conservatives" do notbelieve in govwill be the battle cry in the fall if these .
ernment action in the life of the 2eople, are any indications?
but th.ey are advocating refprms in
welfare system, malpractice suit's;
Even though less and less are
product liabilitY to achieve "moral" people are identifying themselve~ as
and "ethical" behavior. What is moral "!ilierals" the bro'ad and vital center' of'
or "ethical" is a matte~ of judgement as
the population like many parts of the
shown intelligently by Mr. Clyde "new deal" philosophy. Not many
Voeikerding in the last issue of the
Americans should like to give up instiMiner. The issue to be emphasized tutions like Federal Deposit Insurance
here is that eh "conservat.ives" are
or Securities Exchange commission,
coming around to believe that positive The most ardent de-regulators do not
role can be played by the government.
dare to call for the abo!itionofFDA or
It would be morally right and political
EPA. Americans do have faith in the
prudent for the "liberals" to press for
market, at the same time citizens want
the cause of reform in these fields. It a protective network when market
becomes even more vital to deprive
mechanisms create predatory results.
the other side from taking up the welThis is the base of the society to build
fare issue in a divisive manner. The
and broaden the American center. To
case of welfare is being used so shamewin over this population the "liberals"
lessly to the point of obscenity that one
need to acknowledge the values of
cannot but think that "class hatred" is
community and tradition. This should
being promoted.
be done not just for winning elections
but for building a progressive social
When a political cause exhaust consensus: The "liberals" had been
itself of new ideas it relies more on
successful in creating and sustaining
buZzwords. The buzzwords in curmany positive changes in the race and
rency now are "socialized, national:
gender attitudes. They will lose those
ized. social engineering. quota" and
others. I feel frightened by an ideolachievements if they decline to .respond to the 90·s.
ogy when it reaches this plateau. Tha,t
is what is happening now even to the
P.S . The article has been greatly
Hneo-conservatives." In a college influenced by two books . "The Vital
newspaper level somebody points out Center" 1949 by Arthur Schlesinger
that the opponent is " anti-Christian" and "Why American's Hate Politics:
(quite patronizingly. I must admit) to
score a cheap point. Atthe state guber- (1991) by EJ. Dionne
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what the people of L.A. and other
cities damaged or destroyed last week
will do now. Many have no homes,
they have no stores. gas stations, pharmacies etc . Do you think the owners
would or will jeopardize their futures
or lives to savage beasts who have no
respect for others and rebuild their
businesses? I seriously don't see it,
when there are still vacant lots present
from the Watts riots over 20 years ago.
Why would a group of people who feel
they have been discriminated on for so
many years. destroy what they claim
they have worked so hard for? How do
people who write articles like "Ok
That's all I can Take" expect others to
understand. when they visibly destroy
themselves? No ONE is forced to use
durgs, or alcohol. no ONE is forced to
rape, no ONE is forced to lie. no ONE
is forced to steaL I am sure many are
saying well if you are desperate
enough you would understand why
some steal that does not justify stealing. working has provided for many
since the begining of time, it is kno-;;"n

Uprising

from page3

government to provide free housing,
free food, and free col1ege educations
to the majority of inner city inhabitants: They do not require anything in
refurn from the beneficiaries of these
programs.
With these understandings we
come to realize that the rioters are
chiefly members of the unemployed,
welfare recipient underclass; they are
not positive contributors to society.
Most of them grew up as the children
of welfare mothers who do not understand what the Civil Rights Movement
of Martil\ Luther King was about. In
:iheir cril'iiinal actions. they are destroying the livliJnoods of other members of their communities. These individuals are willing to riot, fight, bum,
and kill because they lack the basic
values of a civilized society; the
peaceful disobedience of Martin Luther King has been forgotten.
It is time to return to tlte peaceful
principles of Martin Luther King . We
need the old school Civil Rights leaders to come out and speak for the
movement before it loses all credibility. Ezola Foster, a repre~ent~tive of

Black Americans for Family Values,
gave a recent CNN interview which
was the equivalent of what I have
stated above. Other legitmate Civil
Rights leaders who have spoken out
are Thomas Sowell, Walter Williams,
and Shelby Steele. These leaders are
willing to make the tough decisions
necessary to eventually bring about
increased home ownership. 'increased
educational opportunities, and increased financial ind.e pendence.
Without these goals (and with the
antithetical goals of increased welfarism and government controls),
large segments of om popuiatjon wili
never be able to conceive of the ideas
of self-reliance by patience. hard
work, and a free' spirit.
If things do not change. the rioters
will continue to be trapped in the
shackles of the current system which
discriminates on the basis of class
status. If an individual has fallen on
hard times. the current system offers
them a carrot in the form of federal aid
programs; it then uses a stick to beat
them into submission and compromise. They submit and compromise

by giving up the option of fmancial1y
supporting themselves and their family unit. If they do not give up the idea
of supporting themselves, they will be
penalized by receiving less benefits
(which by this point have become
necessary for survival). President
Bush and Jack Kemp (Secretary of
Housing and Urban Develppment)
have been promoting ideas that will
incrementally re.d uce welfare programs . and increase federally asisted
home ownership. Their programs wil1
prQvide the incentive for all Americans to strive towards fmancial independence. The current liberal dominated Cqngress and the current civil
right's leaders seem to oppose the
reccomendations of Kemp and Bush;
they have turned away from programs
that wil1 allow all individuals to progress "not by the color of their skin, but
l>y the content of their character".
They hao,re turned away from the
peaceful. moral, enlightened path of
Martin Luther King; we need a new
leader of his wisdom. Rodney King's
call for peace during the riots is a step
ifl the right direction.
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as a fact of life.
Many claim "blaks" don't get the
education or jobs they deserve or are
required. What about the poor "white"
families in the Appalachians. Smokey
Mountains, Tennessee, or Kentucky to
name a few? Many "white" families
survive without running water, heat.
medical attention. or assistance but
survive hand to mouth basically. In
West Virginia, the school systems
don't have enough money to provide
bussing any longer, so many children
are staying home. I feel if it were
happening to the "blak" population
the "blak" population would cry discrimination. My point is, many of our
population has suffered. If we all
WORK together maybe we all could
have the bener things life. Things like
peace of mind, security, or the feeling
of self worth. But as long as we
conti?ue to ·fight one another then we
all will, lose. ~d that is very evident.
(let's all striY!tfor peace)
Signed,
A member of another minority

WHERE: at the puck
WHEN: May 8th (Friday of Dead Week)
around lunchtime (11 :00-1:00)

FREE to students of the UMR campus
BE THERE for free food and soda and the best time
you can have during Dead Week! !!
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Co-op

JD

CONGRATULATIONS to the 1992
UMR T.E.C.H.S. Peer Educators
CO-OP OPENINGS

Chad Allen
Michael Basham
Sean Bentley
Sarah Blunt
Matthew Chalmers
Jenifer Curry
Jason Dobson
Julie Donnelly
Daniel Flynn
Mary Frank
Bryan Gregory
Brian Hunnius

April 10, 1992

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
Burlington, Kansas ~
Type of Business:

Commercial Nuclear Power

Generation
Openings for:

Civil Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Eng i neers
Nuclear Engineers

Requirements:

Work Period:

60 or more
classi f ied
authorized
employment

college hours,
as a junior,
for Permanent and F'ull-time
in the US for other than
practical training.
June 1, 1992 through December 31,

John Iverson
Charles Jansen
Nicole ,Johnson
Sr.mdra ,Junge
Jackie King
KeTri Kraft
Kirk Kreisel
Rob Krewson
Nancy Lambertson
Steve Lang
Chris Leach
Mike Lind

1992;

Bob Lowe
Mike Marstall
Jason Meri weather
' Carmen Murrell
Sherri O'Neal
Victor Poland
Matt Radman
Lena Tsoul ·
·fanidis
Eric Utterson
Beth War.r ick
Sarah West

or,
January 1, "1992 through August 31,

Duties:

1993

Provide general assistance to engineers
in basic engineering tasks, develop computer programs, perform basic engineering
calculations, input and process data,
evaluate computer programs for various
calculation packages and design analyses,
and process computer program results.

Application Deadline:
To Apply:

GIVE our

May 8, 1992

See Sharon, JOJD Nor..... ood Hall, Co-op Office
before May 8, 1992 .

ATTN:

co-op

a

STUDENTS

Co-op students working summer and/or lall 1992,
must register and pay a co - op lee 01 $81.40 (each work session),

belore leaving the campus this semester .

-,

.

. .; :.. ~,
."

Work registration will be held in

)

.

;: . ;. ....

:

the Co-op OUice, 303D Norwood Hall "
beginning May 4 and ending May 15.

~

~

t

The co-op iee is a requirement to partiCipate
in the Co-op Program.

,.
.

Have a rewarding work sessions (s).
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PheIPS

• County
Bank

an employee-owned bank • member FDIC

If your money could go on summer
break, it would probably head for the
beach, too. A beach where seruice
charges drown in the sand.
PCB introduces the hottest summer
seruice auailable ... freezing. You
can "freeze" your checkin, account at
PCB and pay

m·ti3iW!, .f:tMtl4i.

Give ),our nwne,' a break all summer long. Stop by your nearest PCB location today.
UMR·Campus, Pine Street, or Hwy 72. in Rolla -Jefferson Street in St. James

